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HCA Executive Summary 
Dear Reader, 

The Contracting & Procurement (C&P) Enterprise exists to 
procure the goods, services and assets that the U.S. Coast 

Guard needs to execute its broad mission set. We do this 
by navigating our stakeholder community through a 
complex system of federally mandated policies and pro-
cesses to meet their desired outcomes and to maximize 
return on investment for USCG spending. At the same 
time, we are also implementing necessary oversight to 
protect the taxpayer’s dollar and to ensure fairness and 
transparency for our industry partners. Our line of 

business is vital to the success of the Service, and we 
take our obligations seriously!       

 
Our enterprise includes almost 1,500 civilian and military 

professionals functioning in a variety of capacities across six 
operational contracting areas of responsibility (AORs) and a 

robust policy and oversight organization, which collectively, helps to 
execute an average annual spend of $3B through approximately 40,000 

transactions.  It is my pleasure to publish the first C&P Enterprise Annual Report, 
which is intended to highlight for all stakeholders and operational partners the performance, achievements and 
overall mission support that the line of business delivered in fiscal year 2019 (FY19).  

In FY19, the C&P Enterprise experienced a barrage of challenges that included the federal government’s longest 
lapse in appropriations, resulting in disruptions to normal procurement operations that persisted for several months 
past the end of the lapse; the USCG’s response to a Category 5 storm, Hurricane Dorian, in the Bahamas; and the 
need to provide extraordinary relief, as approved by the DHS Secretary, to the contractor building the Offshore 
Patrol Cutter after the shipyard was decimated by Hurricane Michael in 2018.  Despite the gravity of these events, 
the C&P Enterprise rose to the occasion and delivered for the Service in an admirable fashion. 

Each of our Chiefs of Contracting Offices (COCOs) and the Director of the Office of Procurement Policy & Oversight 
made strides in their respective AORs to support the delivery of capabilities for USCG operators and program offices 
and helped to mature and evolve the line of business. Through their expertise and leadership, the C&P Enterprise 
obligated approximately $3.5B, while exceeding the competition goal set by the DHS Chief Procurement Officer, 
for requirements supporting the Aviation Logistics Center, C5I Service Center, Shore Infrastructure Logistics Center, 
Surface Forces Logistics Center, Coast Guard Acquisition Directorate and all other organizations across both the Dep-
uty Commandant for Mission Support and Deputy Commandant for Operations AORs.  In the process, we developed 
our talented workforce and established new service offerings for affinity groups that play an important role in the 
execution of procurement and contracting activities, while managing stakeholder relationships with our external 
partners at the department and in industry.  

This annual report offers a snapshot of the major activities, success stories and continued growth and improvement 
of one of the most dynamic contracting and procurement functions in the entire federal government and the value 
it offers to your U.S. Coast Guard.  I’m certain that the dedication of the amazing members of our C&P Enterprise 
will be evident as you read about their contributions to mission success in this record, and I am proud to present it 
on their behalf. 

Michael W. Derrios
Senior Procurement Executive & Head of Contracting Activity
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USCG CONTRACTING &
PROCUREMENT ENTERPRISE

STRATEGIC 
GOALS FOR 
2016-2021

The USCG 
Contracting & 
Procurement 
Enterprise

A COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE

The USCG Contracting & Procurement Enterprise is an effective and high-performing organization, 
demonstrating flexibility, responsiveness, efficiency, agility and transparency and is recognized as a strategic 
asset in accomplishing the USCG mission set.  We are trusted advisors, delivering reliable expertise and valued 
services to our partners throughout the acquisition life cycle.  We are committed to results, and our decisions 
drive optimal business outcomes.  We employ best practices and creative strategies to continuously improve 
our performance.  The USCG is an employer of choice and a center of excellence for contracting professionals.  
– Semper Paratus

People
Build and develop the USCG 
Contracting and Procurement 
workforce to be prepared for 
21st century challenges

Culture
Establish the USCG 
Contracting & Procurement 
Enterprise as a high-per-
forming organization and an 
employer of choice

Processes
Modernize business 
processes and raise 
technical caliber of the 
USCG Contracting & 
Procurement Enterprise

Technology
Enable the USCG Contracting 
& Procurement Enterprise 
with effective tools to 
promote agility and efficiency

Office of Contract 
Operations

Office of Procurement 
Policy and Oversight

Office of C5I Contracting 
and Procurement

Aviation Logistics Center

Shore Infrastructure 
Logistics Center - Base 
Support and Services

Shore Infrastructure 
Logistics Center - 
Construction

Surface Forces Logistics 
Center

Empowerment
We foster a high-perform-
ing workforce that takes 
initiative and responsibility 
for proactive decision-mak-
ing, and we hold ourselves 
accountable for results.

Quality
We set high standards, 
and we are committed to 
achieving excellence in our 
work products and in the 
guidance we provide.

Innovation
We are open-minded, 
pioneering and creative in 
delivering our best 
business judgment.

Purpose-Driven 
Commitment
We are committed to our 
purpose of supporting the 
USCG mission by continual-
ly evolving as an organiza-
tion to provide outstanding 
contracting and procure-
ment support.

OUR 
CORE 
VALUES

Integrity
We are committed to the 
highest ethical standards, 
exhibiting honesty and 
fairness in everything that 
we do, and we are willing to 
do the same things we ask 
of others.

Partnership
We are dedicated to satisfy-
ing customer needs through 
thoughtful collaboration, 
focused communication and 
trusted relationships.

Respect
We cultivate a positive team-
work environment where 
everyone is encouraged to 
openly share opinions and 
views and everyone’s contri-
butions are valued.

Contracting & Procurement Enterprise
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USCG Contracting Continuum
Lifecycle Business Management
In FY18, the HCA implemented a new lifecycle  
management approach for the USCG Contracting and 
Procurement (C&P) line of business, as codified in the 
HCA Governance Memorandums 91.9-0 and 19.8.0, 
designed to institute rigor into the processes asso-
ciated with planning procurement and contracting 
activity for USCG stakeholders.  The USCG Contracting 
Continuum was developed to transform the C&P  
enterprise from a transactional-based support  
function to a strategic asset with a ubiquitous value 
proposition that is integral to mission success.  It 
starts with conducting procurement planning confer-
ences (PPCs), to define the world of work with our 
collective customer base for an upcoming fiscal year 
and identify high-level milestones to set expectations 
and create shared accountability for the submission 
of purchase request (PR) packages. The packages are 
then memorialized in a service level agreement (SLA) 
between senior leaders in the C&P line of business 

and their respective mission partners to demonstrate 
the C&P Enterprise's commitment as mission support 
service providers. Once the projected workload for 
each respective mission partners has been identified 
and the agreements to provide service are docmented, 
the next phase is the creation of formal and informal 
Integrated Project Teams (IPTs) as necessary, based on 
dollar value and complexity, to drive the required part-
nering and teamwork that it takes to get procurements 
and contracts from concept to execution. And as the 
enterprise is continuously executing, it also needs 
to monitor the USCG's overarching spend portfolio 
through annual contract reviews (ACRs) to ensure, 
through good oversight and contract administration, 
that the right outcomes are being achieved. The USCG 
Contracting Continuum is bolstered by routine use of 
the CG-91 Business Suite to ensure that a consistent 
repository for information is available throughout the 
lifecycle to all pertinent stakeholders.

Procurement Planning Conferences (PPCs)

Integrated Project 
Teams (IPTs)

Service Level 
Agreements (SLAs)

Annual Contract & 
Portfolio Reviews 

(ACRs & APRs)

The CG-91 Business Suite serves as a central repository. 

In accordance with the applicable HCA-GM,  
contract-level ACRs will be performed,  
documented and archived to measure outcomes 
and return on investment for procurement spend.  
Drives Contractor Performance Assessment 
Reporting System /Past Performance Information 
Retrieval System entries.  The information will be 
rolled up into executive-level APRs delivered to 
USCG Directorates and the Non-Major  
Acquisition Oversight Council for visibility into 
the health of USCG contracting portfolios.     

Start in the third quarter and forecast major contracting workload 
for the next fiscal year. Result in high-level milestone charts 
to establish Procurement Administrative Lead Time based on 
submission of actionable PR packages. Drive Acquisition 
Planning Forecast System entries. 

Each USCG Directorate will establish a 
milestone-based SLA with the respective  
CG-91 division chief supporting their portfolio.   
The SLAs will identify mutual expectations for 
service delivery.  

Based on requirements identified in the PPCs, and in 
accordance with the applicable Head of Contracting 
Activity Governance Memorandum (HCA-GM), IPTs 
will be established to ensure that milestones are met and 
that quality contracting products are developed.   

FY19 Actions and Spending by COCO

Contracting & Procurement Enterprise
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Obligations (How Much We Spent) Category Data (What We Bought) Transactional Data (How We Bought It)

FY19 Dollars: 

$3.5B

FY19 

Top 5 NAICS
(North American Industry Classification System)

NAICS Value

336611 
Ship Building and 
Repairing

$1.4B

541330
Engineering 
Services

$387M

236220
Commercial and 
Institutional Building 
Construction 

$167M

336413
Other Aircraft Parts 
and Auxiliary 
Equipment 
Manufacturing

$160M

541519
Computer Systems 
Design Services

$136M

FY19 

Small Business  
Achievements

Category Achieved

Total Small Business 36.03%

Small Disadvantaged 
Business

17.70%

Women-Owned  
Small Business

5.00%

Service-Disabled  
Veteran-Owned  
Small Business

6.36%

Historically Underutilized 
Business Zone

4.65%

FY19  

Top 5 PSC
(Product Service Code)

Product  
Service Code

1990 
Miscellaneous  
Vessels

1905
Combat Ships and 
Landing Vessels

J016 
Maintenance/Repair of 
Equipment-Aircraft

Z1HB 
Maintenance/Repair 
of Government-Owned 
Government-Operated 
R&D Facilities

541519
Computer Systems 
Design Services

By the Numbers ...

FY19 Actions and Spending by COCO
Contracting Office Total FY-19 Actions Total Dollars

HQ 2,812 $1,687,693,824.73

SFLC 8,482 $421,521,988.73

ALC 5,007 $355,040,938.86

C4IT 1,469 $497,513,166.10

SILC-CON 1,325 $302,654,224.27

SILC-BASE 7,292 $268,171,225.99

Total 26,387 $3,532,595,368.68

FY19 USCG Enterprise Spend Metrics 
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Chief Procurement Officer's FY19 Goals & USCG 
Achievements
Office of Chief Procurement Officer DHS strategic priorities include: inspiring and motivating people, delivering 
exceptional results, enhancing mission capabilities and promoting meaningful communications. USCG has been 
successful in achieving several of those goals. 

Competition
USCG exceeded its competition goal 
of 45.0% with a total of 48.7% of  
procurements conducted competitively  
in FY19.

Staffing 
Innovative hiring and retention efforts paid off as 
USCG exceeded its staffing level goal of 90.0% at 
90.7%. This achievement is 8.7% greater than the 
FY18 result.

Innovation
• In FY19, the USCG significantly increased the 

number of DHS Procurement Innovation Lab 
(PIL) Level I “Digi Badge” certified acquisition-
personnel, to 172.

• A USCG Head of Contracting Activity  
Procurement Innovation Action Plan was  
developed; it identified methods to support  
innovation in contracting to include PIL  
training, Shark Tank activities, and PIL  
projects.
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Workforce Development

 

FY19 Current Participants (USCG) - 4

FY19 Graduated – 1

The Acquisition Professional Career Program (APCP) is a DHS program 
available to recent college graduates. Participants work in one of six career 
fields (the majority of participants are in the contracting field), each of 
which plays a vital role in Department Acquisition. 

The USCG Contracting Career Opportunity Program (CCOP) 
is a three-year program for active duty enlisted members and 
chief warrant officers approaching retirement eligibility. This 
program provides a potential career opportunity (post-military) 
for qualified USCG military members who have already 
decided to retire. It is intended to provide a career growth 
opportunity that assists in addressing USCG's shortfalls in 
qualified contracting professionals. 

FY19 Current Participants (USCG) - 8

FY19 Current Participants (USCG) - 10

FY19 Graduated – 3

The Warriors to DHS is a new program for select veteran 
candidates that have not completed a college degree or 24 or 
more college-level business credits. This three-year program 
is designed to support federal efforts to provide career oppor-
tunities for military veterans.

Contracting & Procurement Enterprise
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HCA Contracting & Procurement Recognition Program
This program provides recognition to contracting and procurement professionals and teams who have gone 
above and beyond in their duties to provide outstanding contracting support to customers.

FY19 Program recipients:  Individual Awards

Rising Star of the Year
Haley Osmon 

Aviation Logistics Center 

Nate Dolezal
CG-912 Office of Contract Operations 

Brenda Oberholzer
Command, Control, Communications, 

Computers and Information Technology

Mark Snell 
Shore Infrastructure Logistics Center

Outstanding Contracting
Professional of the Year

Bridge Builder of the Year 

Supervisor of the Year

Outstanding Procurement  
Professional of the Year 

Chief  Warrant Officer 2 Charlene Garcia
Shore Infrastructure Logistics Center 

Base Support and Services 

Contracting & Procurement Enterprise
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FY19 Program recipients: Team Awards

Innovative Contracting Team of the Year 
SharePoint Contracting Repository Team, 

Aviation Logistics Center 

Beth McCrodden, Summer Wood, Livia Pippen, Rose Bateman, 
Johnnie Barnett, Patrick Morris, Hayley Osmon, Josh Stoddard 

and Catrina McDonald 

Outstanding Contracting Team of the Year 
Emergency Response Team, Shore Infrastructure Logistics  

Center Base Support and Services

Courtney Baker-Williams, Thomas Auler, Jackie Dickson,  
Nicholas Sabellico, Gerard (Jerry) Hendricks, Jess Leist,  
Susan Lawson, Chief Warrant Officer Jason Perry and  

Storekeeper 1st Class Mandy Bond

 District Nine Financial Management and Procurement System 
Business Process Re-engineering Team, Shore Infrastructure 

Logistics Center Base Support and Services

Storekeeper 1st Class John Hie, Chief Storekeeper Ben Reedy, 
Storekeeper 2nd Class Lori Howard, Storekeeper 2nd Class  

Tim Wymer, Storekeeper 1st Class Ken Tankersley,  
Chief Warrant Officer Sean Dotson, Storekeeper 1st Class  
Kyle Sander and Storekeeper 2nd Class Robert Reynolds

Small Boat Product Line, Surface Forces Logistics Center

Patrick Anderson, Drena Vining, Bryn Riska, Iris Johnson, Sandra 
Fletcher, Janet Delaney, Matthew Jovinelli and Bernice Jones
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Contracting Officer of the Year
Katherine Powers

CG-9125 Division Chief 

Excellence in Industry Engagement Award  
Dwight Deneal 

Director of Small Business and 
Industry Liaison Programs

 

Excellence in Strategic Sourcing and 
Category Management 

Coast Guard Facility Design and  
Construction Center

Mark Snell, Pamela Argilian, Danyiele Peterson,  
Michelle Williams, Alex Holmes, Gabriel Perez and  

Kristina Meabon of the Shore Infrastructure Logistics Center 

Excellence in Strategic Sourcing and 
Category Management 

Financial Systems Modernization-  
Systems Deployment Agent Team

Coast Guard recipients Chris Stine and Elizabeth Huggins 

Soraya Correa, chief procurement officer (CPO) for the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), established 
the CPO Excellence Awards to recognize DHS employees, teams, acquisition programs and contracting activities 
who further the DHS mission through a procurement or procurement-related achievement.

USCG Recipients:

Chief Procurement Officer Excellence Awards
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Reverse Industry Day brings together Coast Guard 
and Industry representatives
The Coast Guard Contracting & Procurement 
Enterprise sponsored its second annual Reverse 
Industry Day April 17, 2019, at Coast Guard 
Headquarters, with the theme “Acquisition and 
Contracting: Maintaining Cost and Competition.”

Attendees came from across all Coast Guard offices; 
program managers were specifically encouraged to 
attend. More than 100 Coast Guard and industry 
representatives participated.

Sea Air Space
The USCG Contracting & Procurement Enterprise 
participates annually in the Acquisition Directorate 
booth at Navy League’s Sea Air Space Exposition. 
Representatives gave a floor presentation on 
“Doing Business with the USCG Contracting 
Enterprise” and were on hand all three days to 
answer questions from industry representatives 
who stopped by the booth.

Reverse Industry Day & Sea Air Space Maritime Expo

Contracting & Procurement Enterprise Outreach

REVERSE
INDUSTRY
DAY

U N I T E D  S T A T E S  C O A S T  G U A R D

Sustainment Acquisition and Contracting: 
Maintaining Cost and Competition

Session I:  
Sustainment Contracting and Acquisition 
Planning from an Industry Perspective 
Industry panelists will discuss the importance 
of the clarity, consistency and understanding 
of total lifecycle costs, and an overall USCG 
sustainment strategy, to effectively build 
budgets and leverage efficiencies across the 
USCG enterprise. This session will also discuss 
ways to engage with industry. 

Session II: 
Maintaining Competition in a Proprietary 
Original Equipment Manufacturing (OEM) 
Environment 
This session will provide insight into the 
importance of technology-enabled assets 
and vendor understanding of the necessary 
technical requirements and standards. Panelists 
will also discuss the challenges associated with 
technical data rights and how that impacts 
competition and competitive pricing.

April 17, 2019 
9:00-11:30 a.m. 
Ray Evans Conference Center (LL6)
Coast Guard Headquarters

Learn about the business process industry (large/mid-
cap/small businesses) uses to decide if it should bid 
on procurement opportunities in support of USCG 
missions.

Gain insight into the bidding process from a 
company’s perspective and learn about ways USCG 
can strengthen communication with our industrial 
base to better support our sustainment needs.

A must-attend event for program managers, 
product line managers, contracting officers and 
contract specialists.

For more information, contact Dwight Deneal, Director of Small Business and Industry Liaison Programs, at Dwight.D.Deneal@uscg.mil

Contracting & Procurement Enterprise
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HCA Strategic Framework for 2016-2021  
Progress to Date (Balanced Scorecards)

• Framework was put into place May 24, 2016
• Developed as a five-year plan
• Three years and four months later, goals are 82.2% completed 

OVERALL FRAMEWORK COMPLETION RATE: 82.2%
(As of Sept. 30, 2019)

PEOPLE
100% 79%

58.3% 91.7%

CULTURE

TECHNOLOGY PROCESS

• Focus on IT systems and develop new capabilities 
to support contracting functions: 91.6%

• Develop an effective knowledge management and 
transfer capability to inform decision-making: 25%

• Improve employee morale: 100%
• Bolster communication and line of sight: 100%
• Establish dedicated human capital programs: 100%
• Develop leadership and management prowess: 100%

• Standardize and memorialize internal and external 
business processes: 100%

• Improve quality of contracts: 100%
• Balance contracting workload:  100%
• Optimize service delivery:  75%
• Bolster the policy and oversight function:  83.3%

• Develop a USCG Contracting Enterprise  
community of practice:  66.5%

• Institute a continuous learning program: 83.3%
• Establish a unity of effort organizational culture to 

harmonize the USCG Contracting Enterprise:  100%
• Increase employee engagement: 66.5%

Completion Rates by Goal: PEOPLE, PROCESS, TECHNOLOGY, CULTURE

Contracting & Procurement Enterprise
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CG-9 Acquisition Directorate 

CG-91 Head of Contracting Activity

Deputy Head of Contracting Activity

Chief of Staff

 CG-912 Office of 
Contract Operations

 Shore Infrastructure 
Logistics Center Base 
Support & Services 

 Surface Forces 
Logistics Center

CG-913 Office of 
Procurement & 
Policy Oversight 

Aviation Logistics 
Center

CG-914 Office of 
C5I Contracting & 

Procurement 

 Shore Infrastructure 
Logistics Center 

Construction 

Rear Adm. Michael J. Johnston

Trena Mills 

Jennie Peterson
CO CO 

Patrick Ingram
CO CO ( d )

Andrew Carrington
CO CO ( d )

Orie Davis
CO CO

 Miguel  Shivers
CO CO ( d )

David Burgess
CO CO

 Tabitha Callon
CO CO ( d )

Millie Figuereo
CO CO

Thomas Fout
CO CO ( d )

Mia Grant
CO CO

Jeanie Thorne
CO CO ( d )

Ross Woodson
CO CO

Mark Snell
CO CO ( d )

 Bonnie Hanger 
 Office Chief 

Michael Derrios 

Eric Thaxton

DHS Chief Procurement Officer
Soraya Correa

Organization Chart
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FY19 Enterprise Priorities & Accomplishments

• Developed a Contracting & Procurement Enterprise Challenge Coin to recognize notable achievements 
throughout the fiscal year.  Seventeen Contracting & Procurement Enterprise Challenge Coins were 
issued for significant accomplishments.

• Grew the LinkedIn social media presence to more than 2,500 followers – a 67% increase since last  
year by continuing to post updates about the activities associated with the USCG’s Contracting &  
Procurement Enterprise.  

• Initiated a program to manage oversight of contracting officer’s representatives (COR) and facilitate a 
learning environment for current and newly appointed CORs. This consists of standardizing paperwork, 
strengthening the COR and contracting officer coordination and relationship, and developing a  
resource databank. The program was established in October 2019, with the hiring of one government 
full time equivalent and establishing a contractor footprint to assist in the development of a more  
robust program. 
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CG-912 Office of Contract Operations 

MISSION IMPACT
The Office of Contract Operations is responsible for managing and leading the contracts program for CG-9 and 
other headquarters directorates. The office chief serves as the Chief of the Contracting Office (COCO) for  
headquarters. All contracting and procurement activities are executed though division chiefs, branch chiefs  
and staff within multiple divisions, Program Resident Offices (PROs), and senior field contracting officers  
throughout the Coast Guard.

CG-9121 FORMAL CONTRACTS DIVISION I 

CG-9121 is responsible for such requirements/programs as military uniforms, the Electronic Health Record and 
Integrated Health Information System, military recruitment support, St. Elizabeths transportation services, and 
USCG-wide training such as HC-130J and H-65 training.
  
Customers include: Deputy Commandant for Mission Support (DCMS) (excluding CG-6 and CG-9); CG-1 to 
include geographically dispersed units such the Coast Guard Academy, Health Safety Work Life Service Center, 
Uniform Distribution Center, Coast Guard Recruiting Command, Coast Guard Personnel Service Center,  
and the Coast Guard Institute; Force Readiness Command (FORCECOM) to include all training centers; CG-4  
for requirements not covered by the Shore Infrastructure Logistics Center (SILC); and Base National Capital  
Region for requirements not covered by the SILC.

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Award of AI/CT range safety officer services for the advanced tactical operators in Chesapeake, VA, 
and Maritime Security Response Team-West in San Diego, CA. This contract includes a base and  
four-year options for $6.5M. This requirement is one of the USCG’s proactive initiatives to acquire the  
necessary training and action plans to mitigate, prevent and protect in the event of an active shooter. 
The goal of the requirements is to equip USCG personnel with advanced individual weapons marks-
manship training, close quarters combat, precision marksmanship, and risk mitigation strategies in  
the event of a possible crisis. This critical USCG asset was awarded on time and on schedule. 

• Award of the Long Range Command and Control Aircraft. This contract includes a base and four-year 
options for $1.1M. The requirement for FORCECOM is to ensure pilots, co-pilots, flight engineers and 
loadmasters are current in required training for certification purposes. The requirement incorporates 
classroom, computer-based training aids and full-motion simulator practical training in the appropriate 
USCG cockpit and flight deck configuration(s) (HC-130H/J or HC-144). The Gulfstream V (GV) aircraft 
operates as a principle long-range command and control transportation medium. It is essential for the 
pilots and aircrew to have the knowledge, skills and abilities to efficiently and safely operate  
the aircraft. 

• Award of the chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN) training vehicle for FORCECOM. 
This contract includes a base and four-year options for $4.6M.  To provide state-of-the-art CBRN 
training to all required USCG personnel for the Special Mission Training Center (SMTC). The Coast 
Guard Maritime Security (counterterrorism) essential response team requires this as mission critical  
to any counterterrorism crisis. 
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• Executed a last-minute order to provide human resources position classification and staffing  
support services to CG-1-Office of Civilian Human Resources. Position classification will include  
position description (PD) writing, editing existing PDs, conducting job audits, filing PDs, performing job 
classifications and related tasking.  Staffing services will include drafting new vacancy announcements 
and recruitment actions, conducting qualification analysis, and assisting the USCG with the Question 
Library for online vacancy announcements.  

• Processed several urgent small purchase actions to support Research and Development Center (RDC) 
testing at the end of the fiscal year. The USCG RDC conducts a variety of research projects in the area 
of oil spill response. One of the specific topics is the use of in-situ burning, a technique which involves 
corralling the oil in a fire-resistant boom or enclosed area and igniting it. One of the research facilities 
owned by the RDC is a 38-foot-by-108-foot open outdoor steel tank, known as a burn pan, which is 
located at the Maritime Test Facility on Little Sand Island (LSI) in Mobile, AL.  Since the burn pan is com-
pletely open to the outdoors, it is affected by weather and particularly rainfall. Too much rain overfills 
the tank and creates the risk of an overflow spill of contaminated wastewater on LSI. Too little rain and 
the tank will not have enough water to conduct testing.  The contracting office processed  
several urgent small purchase actions including  
purchases of fire booms, wastewater removal and 
additional fresh water delivery to LSI to support 
testing conducted the third week of September.  
As a result, the RDC conducted successful oil spill  
mitigation testing as originally scheduled. The  
results of the burn are important because they  
provide important data on the risks.

CG-9122 FORMAL CONTRACTS DIVISION II 

CG-9122 is responsible for such requirements/programs as the Financial Management Service Improvement 
Initiative, financial audit remediation, port safety, boating safety and mariner licensing. 

Customers include: CG-00; CG-09; CG-2 to include the Coast Guard Investigative Service, and the  
Intelligence Coordination Center; Deputy Commandant for Operations to include CG-5, National Maritime  
Center, National Vessel Documentation Center and the Maritime Safety Center; and CG-8 to include the  
Finance Center and National Pollution Funds Center. Supervisory field contracting officers include the Finance 
Center and the National Pollution Funds Center.

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Successful procurement of IT database management and outreach support services, valued at $2.6M. 
This task order provides important support to the Boating Safety Division (CG-BSX-23) through the 
provisions of database management and outreach support services to its Recreational Boat Testing 
and Compliance Program.  CG-9122A’s hard work and attention to detail enabled seamless streamlined 
access to crucial recreational boating safety information by industry and the public.
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• Successful procurement of field activity case tracking system support services for the Coast Guard 
Investigative Services, valued at $4.2M. This critical support provides full capability for storing/sharing 
law enforcement investigative information including physical security, anti-terrorism/force protection, 
protective security information and case data across the enterprise. CG-9122B’s hard work and  
dedication prevented a loss in service and ensured rigorous investigative data tracking, dissemination 
and cyber security requirements are met by the USCG.

• Awarded intelligence data service and cloud support services, valued at $5.4M. This critical service 
provides support to the DHS Intelligence Enterprise components. Award of this contract enabled USCG 
Intelligence to meet critical timelines and prevented catastrophic failure of classified cloud infrastruc-
ture. CG-9122C was lauded for their efforts in navigating the various stakeholders and providing  
hands-on assistance to program partners throughout the process.

• Awarded a strategic business planning and development support services contract, valued at $364K.  
This single award blanket purchase agreement call was solicited, evaluated and awarded in six business 
days, ensuring that program partners did not experience a break in critical support services.

CG-9123 FORMAL CONTRACTS DIVISION III

CG-9123 performs cradle to grave contract management services for non-major acquisitions of products and 
services for assigned customers.  

Customers include: CG-6, CG-7 and CG-92; CG-9325 and CG-933 (except for major systems acquisitions and 
associated requirements to major systems acquisitions); and any other CG-9 requirements that are not  
related to a major system acquisition such as CG-9/CG-91 support services. CG-9123 is responsible for  
such requirements/programs as Response Boat-Small (RB-S), Cutter Boats (Long Range Interceptor (LRI)  
and Over-the Horizon (OTH)), Foreign Military Sales (FMS), and Electronic Health Records Acquisition (eHRa).

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Electronic health records capability via an interagency agreement with Defense Healthcare Agency in 
the amount of $21.9M. The servicing agency will deliver perpetual enterprise software licenses and 
perpetual non-enterprise software licenses for an off-the-shelf electronic health record software solu-
tion. In addition, the servicing agency will deploy an electronic health record to the  
following low rate initial production sites:  USCG Base Alameda, CA; USCG Maritime Safety and  
Security Team, Alameda, CA; USCG Training Center Petaluma, CA; USCG Air Station Sacramento, CA.

• E-Government Travel Systems 2 (ETS2) service capability via a task order placed under General  
Services Administration ETS2’s contracts in the initial amount of $300K with the potential of $39M  
with all options being exercised. The contractor will deliver a single, end-to-end travel management 
system to support and manage temporary duty (TDY) travel. The mission support need is to employ 
and provide a streamlined travel management approach that continually applies commercial best  
practices to realize efficiencies and deliver a transparent, accountable and sustainable service, which 
yields exceptional user satisfaction.

• Special Purpose Craft Shallow Water Second Generation (SPC-SW II). Awarded a department-wide 
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CG-9125 FORMAL CONTRACTS DIVISION V 

CG-9125, through its single branch located at USCG Headquaters and multiple project resident offices, is 
responsible for the procurement and contract administration of all major surface programs including the 
Polar Security Cutter, National Security Cutter, Offshore Patrol Cutter as well as multiple Service Life Extension  
Programs (SLEP) for vessels like the 47’ Motor Lifeboat, Polar Star Icebreaker and the 270’ Medium Endurance 
Cutter.

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

• 47’ Motor LifeBoat (MLB) SLEP  
contract award  
Awarded a firm fixed-price, indefinite- 
delivery/indefinite-quantity (IDIQ) contract to 
Birdon America, Inc. of Denver, CO, to perform 
work supporting the Service’s 47’ MLB SLEP on 
Aug. 5, 2019. The initial award to complete the 
detail design and service life extension work on 
the first article is valued near $6.5M, with a to-
tal projected contract value of close to $190M 
to complete the MLB SLEP over the 10-year 
contract period.  The initial work for detail de-
sign and the first article will be performed at a 
subcontractor facility on the West Coast. Once in full production, a second subcontracted work facility 
is planned to be opened on the East Coast.  

The 47’ MLB is the USCG’s primary search and rescue platform operating in surf and heavy weather  
conditions. It has self-righting capability and the ability to operate in winds up to 50 knots, seas up to 
30 feet and surf up to 20 feet. The Coast Guard’s fleet of more than 100 MLBs has been in service for 
15 to 21 years and is approaching the end of its planned 25-year service life. The operational need for 

contract vehicle to obtain the SPC-SW II. This boat will have a static draft of 12 inches or less and  
will be used by federal agencies to conduct missions in back bay, intercostal and other areas where  
shallow water prevents operation of deeper draft boats; the primary missions are search and rescue, 
law enforcement, and ports, waterways and coastal security.  The procurement process was done in  
collaboration with Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and DHS Strategic Sourcing Office to provide 
DHS with a streamlined acquisition processes for acquiring the shallow water boat capability and 
increase interoperability, share resources and reduce maintenance costs — especially where compo-
nents share operational bases. The contract will support the USCG's Office of Boat Forces (CG-731), 
CBP and potentially other federal agencies.

• Foreign Military Sales: Transfer of the ex-USCGC SHERMAN to Sri Lanka.  CG-9123-3 awarded and 
administered 12 contract actions to ensure the smooth transition and transfer of SHERMAN to Sri 
Lanka via the Excess Defense Articles program.  CG-9123-3’s exceptional performance directly helped 
the USCG with significant savings in disposal costs while also contributing to the U.S. economy through 
the acquisition of equipment and services including new navigation and communication suites, logis-
tics support services and various maintenance availability.  In addition to these economic benefits, this 
transfer serves to strengthen U.S. national security in the maritime domain by building capacity of an 
important international partner in the Pacific Command area.
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these unique capabilities in search and rescue, maritime law enforcement and contingency response 
remains high. 
 
The SLEP will extend the useful life of the MLB by 20 years; SLEP work will be performed on a minimum 
of 107 MLBs and a maximum of 117 MLBs. The main work will be on systems experiencing technical 
obsolescence: the main propulsion, electrical, steering, towing and navigation systems, as well as 
replacement of areas of the hull and structure that have demonstrated high failure rates. Additionally, 
efforts to enhance human system integration will be made where practical to do so. The original  
operational capabilities and characteristics of the 47’ MLB will not change.

• Polar Security Cutter (PSC) Integrated Program Office (IPO) 
On April 23, 2019, the PSC IPO comprised of USCG and U.S. Navy personnel awarded a $745.9M fixed-
price, incentive-firm contract for the detail design and construction of the first PSC after an aggressive 
procurement milestone schedule of just over one year.  Working with industry partners, the cross-ser-
vice pre-award team identified approximately $300M in cost avoidances and accelerated the schedule 
for delivery of this capability to the nation by almost three years.  The PSCs are designed to conduct 
search and rescue, maritime law enforcement, environmental response and national defense patrols 
missions in areas often covered in heavy ice – a mission set that operationally struggles to be executed 
today by the USCG's single 43-year old heavy icebreaker.  This contract award and the combined collab-
orative efforts of the PSC Pre-Award Team reflect the great benefit achieved by integrating the talents 
of the USCG and Navy acquisition and shipbuilding professionals to deliver best value at speed. 

• National Security Cutter (NSC) award of NSC 10 and 11 production and delivery 
On Dec. 21, 2018, CG-9125 awarded two fixed-price incentive, firm-target contract options to  
Huntington Ingalls Industries Inc. of Pascagoula, MS, for the production of the 10th and 11th NSCs. 
The options exercised were valued at approximately $930M. This was the successful culmination of a 
decision on  Dec. 7 to expedite the typically multiple months-long process for approval of sole source 
negotiations and award down to less than a month, further constricted later upon realization of the 
impending lapse in government funding. These awarded NSCs are designed to navigate the most 
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demanding maritime environments and will continue the important maritime homeland security and 
defense missions of the USCG while also replacing the 378' High Endurance Cutters, which have been 
in service since the 1960s.

• Offshore Patrol Cutter (OPC) 
Hurricane Michael, a major category 5 storm, made a direct hit on Oct. 10, 2018, to Panama City, FL, 
severely damaging Eastern Shipbuilding Group's (ESG) two primary shipyards. 
 
On Oct. 11, 2019, the Department of Homeland Security, in close coordination with the USCG,  
announced that they had granted extraordinary relief to ESG for the OPC under the authority of Public 
Law (P.L.) 85-804. 
 
The Acting Secretary of Homeland Security made the decision to grant extraordinary contract relief  
limited to the first four hulls on the basis that such relief was essential to the national defense, in the 
best interest of the government and necessary to facilitate the delivery of the OPC. The USCG will  
immediately transition to a follow-on competitive contract for the remaining 21 vessels in the OPC 
program of record. 
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The Coast Guard, supported by DHS and the Navy, conducted an extensive analysis of ESG’s request 
guided by law and Federal Acquisition Regulation. This review included an assessment of the cost, 
schedule and performance impacts on the existing contract. The review was overseen by a Contract 
Adjustment Board chaired by the DHS Deputy Under Secretary for Management. 
 
CG-9125 released a request for information Oct. 18, 2019, to gauge industry interest in re-competing 
the remainder of the OPC program of record. This information will inform the acquisition strategy for 
the follow-on procurement. 
 
The OPC will replace the fleet of Medium Endurance Cutters, commissioned between 1964 and 1991, 
providing a critical capability between the National Security Cutter and the Fast Response Cutter. OPC 
acquisition will expand the Coast Guard’s capability to secure the U.S. border and approaches, disrupt 
drug cartels and other illicit actors, prevent unlawful immigration and enhance national preparedness. 
This decision will ensure critical capabilities are delivered to the fleet as expeditiously and responsibly 
as possible.

• Fast Response Cutter (FRC) Project Resident Office (PRO) 
The FRC PRO administrating contracting team, located in Lockport, LA, quickly:

• Resolved major structural latent defects in hull design, saving the government $25M. 
• Resolved over 500 warranty discrepancies at no cost to the government. 
• Exercised timely options for FRCs 1151 through 1156. 
• Provided guidance and alignment for sustainment as well as procuring and staging critical  

parts for three Sector Guam FRCs.
• FRCs interdicted and repatriated over 2,000 illegal migrants and over $800M  

in illegal drugs last year.  
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• National Security Cutter (NSC) PRO 
The NSC PRO administrating contracting team, located in Gulfport, MS, oversaw the delivery and  
acceptance of NSC 8 and major construction milestones for NSC 9. Additionally, they completed  
multiple modifications related to the NSC cranes, $6M in modifications for NSC 10 and 11, $1M in 
spares for NSC 9 and deobligation modifications for NSC 7 and 8 in excess of $14M.   
 
By the numbers:  272 acceptance letters; 92 accept with comments letters; 55 reject letters;  
57 response letters; 55 invoices over all NSC contracts

CG-9127 FORMAL CONTRACTS DIVISION VII 

CG-9127 is responsible for procurement of both vertical and horizontal lift capability and C5ISR systems  
including the HC-130H/J Long Range Surveillance Aircraft, HC-144 Medium Range Surveillance Aircraft,  
HC-27J Medium Range Surveillance Aircraft, C-37B Long Range Command and Control Aircraft, MH-60T  
Medium Range Recovery Helicopter, MH-65 Short Range Recovery Helicopter, Unmanned Aircraft System,  
Rescue 21, Minotaur Mission System and legacy C4ISR systems.

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Exercised the $3.8M C-27J Leonardo S.p.A. 
FSR/technical reach back option. 

• Executed the $2M C-27J Special Operations 
Forces Support Activity military interdepart-
mental purchase request (MIPR) for  
contractor logistics support services. 

• Awarded the $5.8M C-27J operational flight 
trainer simulator support services contract. 

• Executed the $446K MIPR with Naval Air  
Systems Command (NAVAIR) for C-27J  
missionization.
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• Awarded $3.3M in option contract line item numbers for new radar equipment for the MH-65E  
helicopters, a $2.2M order for the MH-65E helicopters’ Automatic Dependent Surveillance –  
Broadcast (ADS-B Out) system broadcasting the helicopter’s position, velocity, identification  
and other pertinent information for air traffic control purposes, and a $2.5M order for the MH-65E  
helicopters’ Required Navigation Performance and Area Navigation system, upgrading the operational 
efficiency of the MH-65E.

• Awarded a $750K blanket purchase agreement order for cost estimation support.
• Awarded a $702K order for new side panels for the MH-65E helicopter hulls.

• Awarded a $2.7M contract for hardware/software 
upgrades ensuring the HC-144B’s compliance with the 
Minotaur upgrade program.

• Executed a $7.1M modification for additional HC-144B  
mission system operator pods and A-kits to provide 
increased capability to support the Minotaur upgrade 
requirements.
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• Successfully defended the Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) capability contract from multiple post 
award protests.  Executed a $2.3M interagency agreement with NAVAIR for Unmanned Aircraft  
System support associated with the Insitu ScanEagle UAS aboard the National Security Cutter  
Stratton (prototype).

• Awarded a $3.3M modification for additional NSC installations, ScanEagle deployments and training 
classes supporting the NSCs James, Waesche, Munro and Kimball.

• Executed a $76M interagency agreement with 
the Air Force for the procurement of  
HC-130J aircraft 16.

• Awarded a $9.6M contract for the  
installation of four multi-mode radars  
on-board the HC-130J.

• Awarded $313K and $330K delivery orders  
for additional integrated many-on-many  
electronic warfare trainer upgrade support  
for ATC Mobile H-65 and HC-144 programs.

• Awarded a $9M modification exercising the 
option year 3 lease of the Long Range  
Command and Control contract providing for 
USCG/DHS executive transport requirements.
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CG-913 Office of Procurement Policy and Oversight 

MISSION IMPACT

The Office of Procurement Policy and Oversight (CG-913) helps to guide, shape and measure procurements and 
performance across the USCG Contracting & Procurement Enterprise.

CG-9131 OVERSIGHT AND PLANNING DIVISION 

Contract Legal Review Board (CLRB)
CG-913 Policy, in collaboration with its procurement law partners, developed the CLRB for all solicitations, 
architecture-engineer selections, and all awards with a value equal to and greater than $10M. 

The CLRB brings together the contracting, legal and programmatic disciplines to enhance the efficiency of the 
review process for solicitations and awards, foster close cooperation and coordination on analysis of difficult 
issues and ensure the following common benefits for every procurement.  In FY19, a total of 52 CLRBs were 
conducted across all COCO AORs for various contracting actions. 

Purchase Card Program
The USCG Purchase Card Program is managed by CG-9131, Division of Procurement Planning and Oversight. In 
FY19, the purchase card team managed a major bank transition from JP Morgan Chase card to Citibank as well 
as an increase in the single purchase limits of cardholders from $3,000 to $10,000.

CG-9132 PROCUREMENT POLICY AND SYSTEMS DIVISION

The procurement policy and systems division manages career development and training, warrant boards and 
warrant issuance, Contracting Officer's Representative Program, internal controls, Contracting Organization 
Review Program, responding to congressional inquiries, government accountability office inquiries, inspector 
general inquiries,  Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)/Department of Homeland Security Acquisition  
Regulation case reviews and systems support.  

Warrants and Warrant Approvals
CG-9132 is responsible for coordinating and scheduling warrant boards. In FY19, CG-9132 coordinated a total 
of 10 boards that were over $5M. Throughout the fiscal year, CG-9132 approved a total of 86 warrants.
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Career Development and Training Support
Contracting & Procurement Enterprise Training Plan
The USCG Contracting & Procurement Enterprise-wide training plan was launched in FY19. The plan identifies 
the most critical areas of need for training across junior, mid and senior levels within USCG based on trends 
and lays out a framework for meeting those needs through concentrated formal training provided by  
Homeland Security Acquisition Institute (HSAI)  to address gaps not traditionally filled through the  
standard Federal Acquisition Contracting Certification courses, on-the-job training developed in-house  
with standardized lesson plans and presentations to port across topic areas, and customized training offerings 
provided via contractor support to include onsite group training sessions and electronic job aides hosted on 
the USCG HCA intranet portal.  

In order to bolster the training requirements and certifications achieved and enhance the workforce, CG-9132 
issued a training contract to deliver customized training to establish guidance and procedures for USCG-specific 
actions with in-person training.

Training delivered in FY19: 

• Best value tradeoff analysis – how to document to support an award decision
• Conducting and documenting past performance evaluations under FAR Part 15
• Performing and documenting price and cost analysis
• Request for proposals, quotes, etc., to include appropriate evaluation criteria utilizing FAR Part 15

Training Support and Cerification

CG-9132 is the component acquisition career manager that administers the certification/continuous learning 
policy within the USCG. The component certification manager, and the supervisor of those employees seeking 
or maintaining certification administer the policies and ensure continuous learning training and 
certification documents are maintained in the Federal Acquisition Institute Training Application System and 
recommend additional learning for certified individuals. 

In FY19, the USCG approved 550 seats in classes sponsored by DHS.  Classes included technical training and 
soft skills through the HSAI and Harvard Business School.  

Additionally, 85 Federal Acquisition Certifications in contracting were processed for USCG employees. 

CG-9132 CERTIFICATIONS APPROVED IN FY19

Federal Acquisition Contracting 
Certification (FAC-C)

FAC-C 
Level I

FAC-C 
Level II

FAC-C 
Level  III

Total Certifications Processed

Totals 34 18 33 85
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Virtual Acquisition Office (VAO)

The Contracting & Procurement Enterprise has also benefited from access to the VAO; this service helps users 
stay abreast of acquisition developments and trends as well as utilize tools, webinars, publications and more to 
ensure regulation compliance while fostering innovation. CG-9132 manages this benefit and provides input for 
monthly knowledge bursts to the workforce.  

COR Program Relaunch

The Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR) Program was relaunched in FY19 with 
a mission to provide resources focused on partnering, better quality 
of requirements documents and to ensure accountability of current and 
newly appointed CORs.  The relaunch has produced the following results so far:  

• Addition of a full-time COR program manager responsible for oversight of all aspects of the COR Program.
• Redesigned and expanded COR Program Office CGPortal Site, also known as the COR Community Site. This 

site is the COR’s focal point when looking for information on how to perform their duties. It continues to 
evolve as the program matures and as feedback is received from the COR community.

• Created a new COR master list to check COR certification status, including by directorate and COCO.
• Redesigned COR nomination letter template and COR appointment letter template. HCA-GM 3042.270-0 

defines the USCG-specific policies and procedures associated with these letters, which include enhancing 
clarity on COR expectations and adding the need to email nomination and appointment letters to  
CORServices@uscg.mil. This collection will support a database to track contracts and orders and identify 
CORs with high workloads to suggest adjustments to their leadership.

• Established an electronic file structure that will be maintained on the COR site. This structure will boost 
accountability and ease of information sharing. A future HCA-GM will announce its implementation.

• Developed and continue to develop job aids for common COR responsibilities, such as the contractor  
onboarding process. These simplified step-by-step job aids are intended to minimize the need to look at  
multiple sites for common procedures.

• Created a listserv to communicate directly to the 2,200+ certified USCG CORs. This initiative expedites  
information sharing with the COR community.

Social Media – Linked In Presence

CG-913 manages the CG-91 LinkedIn social media presence and has achieved 
more than 2,500 followers – a 67% increase since last year – by continuing 
to post updates about the activities associated with the USCG’s Contracting 
& Procurement Enterprise.  This has proven to be an innovative approach for 
industry outreach that exposes companies to the USCG mission set.
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C4ITSC-CPD COCO
(Future CG-914 Office of C5I Contracting & Procurement)

MISSION IMPACT

The C4ITSC-Contracting & Procurement Division supports the Command, Control, Communications, 
Computers and Information Technology Service Center (C4ITSC).  The COCO and deputy serve as principal 
advisers to senior C4ITSC management and provide decisional authority for acquisition and procurement 
matters at the C4ITSC.  All necessary acquisition support on behalf of the C4ITSC is provided through 
contracting branches at three centers of excellence. The three contracting branches are 
Telecommunications and Information Systems Command (TISCOM); Command, Control and Communications 
Engineering Center (C3CEN); and Operations System Center (OSC).

TISCOM CONTRACTING BRANCH, 
ALEXANDRIA, VA

Develops, deploys and supports the information 
technology (IT) infrastructure for the USCG's Sensitive 
But Unclassified (CGOne) and SECRET (SIPRNet) 
networks. Types of contracting include: 

• Purchase of services and supplies in support of 
the information technology infrastructure.

• Purchase of supplies and services related to  
desktop computing.

• Manage all interagency agreements for  
the C4ITSC.

• Support base operations. 

• Execution of primarily firm fixed-price (FFP);  
competitive commercial contracts and orders 
with a limited number of time and materials  
requirements

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS

The Enterprise Information Systems Infrastructure 
team and the network teams supported a myriad of 
procurements in FY19. Some of the more notable 
procurements are as follows:

• Information systems security officer 
support services – $3.9M.

• VMWare professional services – $1.1M.
• Multiple desktop/laptop replenishment  

actions – $22M. 
• Oracle software license and support  

Services – $7.8M.
• McAfee licensing maintenance/renewal – $1M.
• Cisco hardware – $7.5M.  This was a limited 

source action to procured Cisco network  
routers, switches, firewall appliances and  
associated hardware for the USCG. This  
equipment will be used to replace obsolete or 
end-of-life equipment and/or to increase the 
capacity of the CGONE network to enable  
continued service as network demands increase. 

• Satellite communications – $4.6M. This limited 
source action prevented a lapse in critical  
L-Band satellite communication services. The  
competitive follow-on action being worked by 
another federal agency was delayed, requiring 
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OSC CONTRACTING BRANCH,  
KEARNEYSVILLE, WV  

Develops, fields, maintains, operates and provides 
user support for USCG enterprise information systems 
to improve USCG mission performance through the 
innovative application of technology.

Types of contracting include: 
 

• Service contracts for development, sustainment 
and operation of USCG enterprise software  
applications.

• Primarily FFP competitive commercial contracts 
and orders with a limited number of time and 
materials (T&M) requirements.

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS

• The Application Product Lines Enterprise  
Services (APLES II) protest was denied by the  
Government Accountability Office, allowing  
the APLES II indefinite delivery/indefinite  
quantity (IDIQ) and operations and maintenance 
task order to commence with transition Oct. 
23, 2018. This award provides Agile preventive, 
corrective and adaptive maintenance to  
40 of the USCG’s applications supporting the 
USCG missions. 

• In May, the C4ITSC experienced a catastrophic 
failure of both the storage area network array 
which had reached capacity and firewalls at end 
of life responsible for supporting 40,000 network 
users. The branch conducted an urgent and  
compelling acquisition of replacement of all 
USCG firewalls. These included the primary 
USCG firewalls at each gateway location that 
control all traffic into and out of the USCG 
network, as well as smaller firewalls used for 
out-of-band management networks, scanning 
networks, network lab and others. 

• The C4IT business support services blanket  
purchase agreement (BPA) was awarded,  
providing contractor consulting, project  
management, strategic planning, portfolio  
management, business process planning,  
process integration planning, facilities planning 
and marketing and communications planning 
services to the operations, management,  
analysis and other business functions that  
support successful accomplishment of C4ITSC 
and CG-6 requirements.  In the last eight weeks 
of the fiscal year, the Procurement Branch  
received and awarded seven BPA calls valued 
over $38M. 

• Employing numerous DHS Procurement  
Innovation Lab (PIL) techniques, the Procure-
ment Branch awarded the workforce manage-
ment tools BPA and the first call for a fully 
cloud-hosted AUXDATA software as a service. 
The PIL techniques used included a multi-phased 
approach, advisory down-select, confidence 
ratings, technical demonstrations/oral presen-
tations, on-the-spot-consensus and brief docu-
mentation.  These techniques accommodated 
customer inclusion and streamlined the entire 
contract award process.

an urgent award of this task order. This action 
provides communication services to several 
large and small cutters, fixed wing aviation  
assets, and portable SIPRNet kits. 

The Cyber and Command Logistics team were  
instrumental in awarding a number of high priority 
actions in 2019.
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C3CEN CONTRACTING BRANCH,
PORTSMOUTH, VA

Delivers, manages and supports mission enabling 
command, control, communications, surveillance 
and navigation capability.

Types of contracting include:

• Sustainment support services for the USCG  
command, control, communications,  
surveillance, and navigation systems inclusive  
of supplies, technical engineering services,  
logistical services and programmatic support 
services.

• Primarily FFP competitive commercial contracts 
and orders with a limited number of T&M  
requirements. 

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS

• During FY19 the Procurement Branch awarded 
over 350 actions with a total dollar value over 
$170M.  These actions included the award  
of a $9.9M blanket purchase agreement for  
multi-band portable radios to provide a critical 
need USCG-wide. Also a $22M indefinite  
delivery/indefinite quantity for C3CEN core  
technologies shipboard installation support  
services. And a follow-on sole source contract 
for the National Security Cutter’s A/N SPS-75  
RADAR system. 

• Awarded multiple orders in support of  
Seawatch, SeaCommander, Windows 10  
deployment, National Automatic Identification 
System, Scalable Integrated Navigation System 
v.2 (SINS II), Vessel Trafficking System, Ports  
and Waterways Safety System, electronic  
navigation, Sector Command Center support, 
Coast Guard Oneview, Watchkeeper,  
Unclassified and Classified, Common Operating 
Picture and numerous sustainment support  
orders in support of District and Sector  
operational stations. 

• During the fiscal year the Procurement Branch 
was instrumental in securing the signed  
standardization memo for the SINS II Program, 
the first of its kind within the C4ITSC. This  
ensures that the C4ITSC can continue to  
deploy new components, but it further allows 
the Surface Forces Logistics Center to leverage 
that memo when satisfying procurement  
actions in support of maintenance and repair  
of deployed assets for the next 15 years.  

• The Procurement Branch successfully executed 
316 simplified contract actions in FY19, includ-
ing 281 new contract awards and 35 contract 
modifications totaling over $13M. These 316 
contracts actions include Simplified Acquisition 
Procedures purchases for OSC, TISCOM, C3CEN, 
USCG Navigation Center, C4ITSC and  USCG 
Cyber Command. Examples of items purchased 
in FY19 include IT hardware (servers, monitors, 
flash drives, Secret Internet Protocol Router 
tokens, hard drives, etc.), IT software (software 
licenses, maintenance, etc.), IT services, boat 
parts and repair (including time critical casualty 
reports), training/consulting services, infrastruc-
ture repair, furniture, helicopter transportation, 
shredding, trash removal, internet/cable  
subscriptions, antennas, radar cards, thermal  
imaging cameras, HVAC systems and repair,  
generator maintenance and repair, cable  
installation, tires, roof repairs, repair and  
calibration, base security, etc.
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Aviation Logistics Center (ALC) COCO

MISSION IMPACT

The Aviation Logistics Center (ALC), Elizabeth City, NC, is the hub of USCG aviation logistical support and exists 
to enable aviation operations in the execution of assigned USCG missions. ALC provides depot-level mainte-
nance, engineering, supply, procurement, information services and acquisition project management with the 
goals of assuring airworthiness, optimizing logistics and ensuring stewardship.  ALC’s mission is “We keep 'em 
flying by providing:  the Right Stuff, at the Right Price, at the Right Time, at the Right Cost … EVERY TIME.”

Depot-level maintenance involves a complete teardown, inspection and repair of over 200 USCG planes or 
helicopters on a four-year recurring schedule.  Additionally, modifications and upgrades are completed during 
this process to contribute to the lifecycle extension for all of the platforms in the USCG fleet. As the inventory  
control point of USCG aviation logistics, ALC manages an aviation parts inventory valued at over $1.3B. In FY18, 
the management of this inventory saw the successful fulfillment of 157,211 orders for aircraft parts to all 26 air 
stations and four product lines.  The ALC COCO organization provides quality and timely contracting support in 
the procurement of supplies and services to support ALC’s missions.  By leveraging the award of indefinite 
delivery/indefinite quantity contracts, requirements type contracts and the award of task orders from 
strategic source vehicles, ALC contracting is able to meet changing customer needs.  ALC is customer-focused 
and customer-driven and develops close working relationships with customers represented in the four product 
lines and the seven shared services divisions.  ALC strives for early communication and engagement in 
acquisition planning and fully supports and leverages the integrated product team (IPT) process. 

Currently, ALC is in the process of integrating the procurement planning conference, IPT and annual contract 
review processes into its Sharepoint site.  Integration into Sharepoint will provide visibility of all actions and 
status of requirements to contracting personnel and to all customers.  

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS

In FY19, the COCO staff of ALC issued over 5,000 
contractual actions, obligating over $355M.     

On June 13, 2019, ALC held an Industry Day in 
Elizabeth City. The morning session consisted of a 
Reverse Industry Day co-hosted by National  
Contract Management Association Norfolk and 
provided industry's prospective on government 
contracting. The target audience for the morning 
session was government employees (contracting 
professionals, CORs, supply/requirement POCs and 
program POCs).  
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The afternoon session was a traditional industry day 
that consisted of brief presentations and an “open 
booth” meet and greet session.

Career Outreach/Externship Opportunities

The ALC COCO organization participated in numerous 
outreach events in an effort to share contracting and 
procurement career opportunities with students and 
other professionals. At the Elizabeth City Rotary Club, 
staff shared personal career experiences to a group of 
professionals.   

The organization also engaged the Northeast  
Academy for Aerospace and Advanced Technologies
(NEAAAT) to discuss externship opportunities. 
 

The NEAAAT Externship Program is a professional  
development strategy that allows instructional coach-
es to learn through direct experience about trends, 
skill requirements and opportunities in industries 
related to their areas of instruction in order to enrich 
and strengthen their teaching, bring relevance to  
student learning and engage students in authentic 
and real-world experiential learning.  Externships  
offer teachers exposure to the most current  
workplace practices, tools and information, and an  
“on-the-ground” understanding of future economic 
and career trends that will affect their students. ALC’s 
contracting representatives provided key information 
regarding skills, training and education and 
experiences conducive to a career in the contracting  
profession that the NEAAAT team could adopt into  
their curriculum.
 

Contracting Officer's Representative   
Program

ALC continues to champion the HCA’s goal of a  
”Robust COR Program.”  ALC’s COCO COR Team 
meets weekly and works closely with CG-9131 on this  
effort.  ALC leadership continues to see first-hand 
the very valuable benefits of dedicated CORs.  Com-
pliments and examples of the benefits of the COR pro-
gram have been received not only from contracting 
personnel, but from customers as well.

Training Opportunities

ALC procured several on-site relevant training  
opportunities for the workforce to include: 
source selection best value decisions and writing  
performance work statements.  On Sept. 26, 2019, 
ALC hosted a dynamic and high-energy training event 
provided by Elizabeth McCormick,  a Congressional 
Veteran Commendation recipient and former U.S. 
Army Blackhawk helicopter pilot.  She transitioned 
her experiences into lessons that focus on leadership 
and professional development.  All attendees left the  
presentation motivated and excited. 

Giving Back 

Once per month, a team of approximately 10 COCO 
employees volunteer at the local food pantry.  During 
a typical event, the team works feverishly to pack 
approximately 400 boxes of food that are provided to 
the elderly in the local 15 county area.  This awesome 
team also assists in the sorting of produce, verifying 
dates of packaged food and volunteers on other dates 
when needed. 
      
In addition, on a monthly basis, a group of COCO 
employees host at the Albemarle SOULS (Serving 
Others in Unity and Love) Kitchen which provides free 
meals to those in need.  The volunteers provide and 
oftentimes prepare the food.  Additionally, on several 
occasions, this incredible community service team 
has provided other necessities such as toiletry bags.  
Approximately 45 community members in need are 
helped during each event. 
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Employee Achievements

• Hayley Osmon of the Aviation Logistics Division 
(ALD)/ Business Operations Division (BOD)/Infor-
mation Support Division (ISD) Procurement Branch 
received the HCA Rising Star Award.

• Catrina McDonald, Josh Stoddard, Patrick Morris, 
Johnnie Barnett, Summer Wood, Hayley Osmon, 
Livia Pippen, Rose Bateman, Tammie Bunting,  
Phillip Williams and Beth McCrodden won the 
HCA’s Innovative Contracting Team of the Year for 
their development of the ALC Contracting  
SharePoint site.

• Patrick Morris, ALC’s small business specialist, was 
named the DHS Small Business Advocate of  
the Year.  

• Ryan Suchy participated in the leadership program 
entitled Mid-Grade Officer and Civilian  
Transition Course II.

• Deborah Plymel, a contract specialist in the Short 
Range Recovery Procurement Branch, was  
selected as the ALC Civilian Employee of the  
Year for her dedicated and incredible support 
during FY19.

• Terri Pickard, purchasing agent in the ALD/BOD/
ISD Support Services Procurement Branch, was 
selected as the ALC GS Employee of the Quarter 
for FY19 first quarter.

• Katie Leach, contract specialist in the Engineering 
Support Division (ESD) Procurement Branch, was 
selected as the ALC GS Employee of the Quarter 
for FY19 second quarter.

• Debbie Plymel, contract specialist in the Short 
Range Recovery (SRR) Product Line  Procurement 
Branch, was selected as the ALC GS Employee of 
the Quarter for FY19 third Quarter.

• Beth McCrodden, contract specialist in the  
Medium Range Surveillance (MRS) Product Line, 
was selected as the ALC GS Employee of the 
Quarter for FY19 fourth quarter.
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Short Range Recovery (SRR) Product Line 
(H-65) Procurement Branch 

The SRR Procurement Branch awarded a contract to 
Safran Helicopter valued at approximately $114M for 
comprehensive support services for the Arriel 2C2CG 
engines utilized on the H-65 helicopters.  The 
support-by-the-hour services include depot repair, 
overhaul, modification, asset accountability, tooling, 
test equipment, management and logistical support.  
The IPT was instrumental in the successful contract 

award.  The team participated in drafting the require-
ments, the evaluation process, numerous negotiation  
sessions and resulting contract award.  

A contract for sustaining engineering services to  
Rockwell Collins was awarded for an estimated 
amount of $83M. This five-year contract will be used 

Medium Range Recovery (MRR) Product 
Line (H-60) Procurement Branch 

A contract to Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation was award-
ed valued at $18M for the overhaul of gearboxes for 
the H-60 aircraft.  This effort was an especially signifi-
cant procurement for MRR, as these services – which 
were previously procured via numerous purchase 
orders – will now be provided via task orders against 
a FFP indefinite delivery requirements contract 
reducing administrative burden and lead times.

across multiple product lines and divisions here at 
ALC to facilitate rapid deployment of tasking for  
projects involving avionics support and upgrades.   
Additionally, the contract will be used to support  
various program management services and facilitates 
two onsite field service engineers.   

A contract was awarded valued just under $3M for 
aircraft disassembly services. The USCG operates a 
fleet of 98 H-65 aircraft.  These aircraft return from 
various USCG air stations to the ALC to complete 
planned depot maintenance (PDM) every 48 months. 
During this time, the aircraft are completely disas-
sembled, cleaned, repaired, repainted and built back 
up before being returned to the fleet.  This contract 
covers the disassembly phase of the PDM process.  
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Medium Range Surveillance (MRS) Product 
Line (HC-27J, HC-144) Procurement Branch 

A purchase order was awarded for CN235 LED  
landing lights for the HC-144 aircraft. The halogen 
landing light had been historically procured from the  
original equipment manufacturer (OEM) but required 
frequent costly repairs. Through a sources sought 
notice seeking a company that could provide an LED 
version of the same light that met all the form, fit and 
function requirements, it was discovered that another 
version of the same landing light with a rare failure 
rate could easily be converted, via a simple cannon 
plug change, to meet the necessary requirements  
for application. As a result, this enabled a direct 
purchase of an end product eliminating any possible 
research and development costs to the USCG, for an  
anticipated superior and safer product.
  
A $1.7M purchase order was awarded for the over-
haul of the HC-27J main landing gear assemblies. The 
Coast Guard HC-27J missions require frequent opera-
tion at lower altitudes and in salt-laden environments.  
These environments accelerate corrosion on airframe 
structures, engines and components of the aircraft.
 
The Medium Range Surveillance Product Line held 
an industry day for the repair and modification of 
the HC-27J aircraft removable composite panels and 
structures. This event was critical to familiarize poten-
tial vendors with the composite panels and structures 
on the HC-27J and to enable vendors the ability to 
better estimate costs and turnaround time for repair 
services. The vendors were provided a tour of the 
HC-27J aircraft along with an opportunity to see the 
panels and structures and ask questions.

Long Range Surveillance (LRS) Product 
Line (HC-130) Procurement Branch  

The LRS Product Line awarded a contract to DynCorp 
International, LLC for progressive structural inspec-
tion (PSI) and depot level maintenance of C-130H 
and C-130J aircraft for a value exceeding $50M.  The 
PSI is the depot level inspection of the C-130 series 
aircraft to ensure airworthiness through detailed 
non-destructive inspection procedures. 

A MIPR in the amount of  $3.7M to the United States 
Air Force was used to fund overhaul of the T56-15 
engine and power train components for the 
HC-130 aircraft.  

Aviation Logistics Division, Business  
Operations Division, Information  
Support Division, Operations, 
Safety and Environmental Division  
Procurement Branch 

Aero Simulation, Inc. was awarded a contract valued 
at approximately $10M for integrated maintenance, 
operations and modification support for the aircraft 
simulators at Aviation Training Center Mobile, AL.  
 
Engineering Support Division and  
Industrial Operations Division 
Procurement Branch 

A contract was awarded for Airworthiness Sustain-
ment Programs including aerospace structural,  
environmental management system and technical 
information support of all maintainers/ operators of 
current and future USCG aircraft and related 
equipment.
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Surface Forces Logistics Center (SFLC) COCO

MISSION IMPACT

Surface Forces Logistics Center (SFLC) exists to support the USCG surface fleet in its worldwide mission 
execution, providing the surface fleet and other assigned assets with depot level maintenance and 
engineering, supply and information services. Types of support include: 

• Vessel sustainment through commercial dry docks and docksides. 

• Inventory control point (ICP) – one of the only two approved inventory control points at Coast Guard Yard. 

• In Service Vessel Sustainment (ISVS) –  projects using acquisition construction and improvement funds.

The Contracting and Procurement Division both ensures a proper contracting governance strategy for the SFLC 
and provides comprehensive, effective and efficient contracting support to the various branches of the product 
lines and shared service divisions.
• Product lines: Long Range Enforcer Product Lines (LREPL), Medium Endurance Cutter Product Line (MECPL), 

Icebreaker and Buoy Construction Tender Product Line (IBCTPL), Patrol Boat Product Line (PBPL) and Small 
Boat Product Line (SBPL).

• Shared services divisions: Contracting and Procurement Division, Asset Logistics Division, Engineering  
Services Divisions, Industrial Operations Division, Business Operations Division and Coast Guard Yard.

FY19 Contracting & Procurement Overview
Product Line Hulls Planned 

Dockside
Planned  
Dry Dock

Unplanned 
Dockside

Unplanned 
Dry Dock

Total 
Availabilities

LREPL 12 13 3 0 1 17
MECPL 28 14 7 0 2 23
IBCTPL 86 30 24 1 6 61
PBPL 127 42 19 0 3 64
SBPL 1,800+ 0 43 0 6 49
Total 99 96 1 18 214
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Medium Endurance Cutter Product Line (MECPL)

Controllable Pitch Propeller Hubs 
The MEC Contracting & Procurement team awarded a sole 
source, requirements type contract for the overhaul of  
controllable pitch propeller hubs to include purchase of  
associated parts in support of the 270’ Medium Endurance  
Cutters – Total value $9.2M.

Award of this contract provides an expedited vehicle for the  
issuance of delivery orders for provision of hub assembly 
overhaul and long lead time parts. Without the correct 
form, fit and function of these hubs, the vessel is not 
mission capable.

The award allowed for the immediate execution of a $1.8M  
delivery order for the production of long lead time parts to 
support overhaul schedules. Having this contract in place 
also allows for the overhaul of hub spares, ensuring there 
are sufficient assets in the supply pipeline. 

Additionally, having this contract vehicle in place made it  
possible to process delivery orders in the amount of nearly 
$2.1M for parts inventory replenishment and the purchase 
of new hub assemblies. 

Patrol Boat Product Line (PBPL)

MTU Parts and Components Overhaul 
The Patrol Boat Contracting & Procurement team awarded 
a brand name, requirements contract for the purchase and 
maintenance of over 1,000 components and 8,000 parts  
related to the MTU 8V396 TE94 series main diesel engines 
and electronic control systems installed on the 87' Coastal 
Patrol Boat cutter class. Total value – $4.6M.  

Immediately upon award of the contract, six firm fixed price 
delivery orders were issued in the amount of $1.4M for the 
purchase of 782 new parts and overhaul of 324 components 
which were needed to address PBPL inventory shortages. 
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USCGC RICHARD ETHERIDGE FY19 Dry Dock
The PB Contracting & Procurement team partnered with 
CG-9125 and the product line for development of an  
acquisition strategy to contract scheduled sustainment work 
with identified warranty work to correct latent hull defects 
for the USCGC RICHARD ETHERIDGE.

This would be the first scheduled dry dock availability for 
the Fast Response Cutter. More importantly, any delay to 
the availability schedule would severely impact the vessel's 
mission capability.

SFLC Contracting & Procurement Division (CPD) awarded 
a sole source, firm fixed price contract for dry dock main-
tenance services to take place in conjunction with needed 
warranty repairs. Total value – $765K. 

A cost savings of more than $420K was realized by combin-
ing efforts and avoiding a separate period of performance 
with dry dock, temporary services and foreseeable costs.   
Moreover, this project saved the cutter 90 additional days 
away from homeport and allowed for more operational
days at sea.

Long Range Enforcer Product Line (LREPL)

Improved Alaska Competition
Over the past several years, SFLC has struggled to get 
dockside contracts awarded for USCGC ALEX HALEY and  
USCGC DOUGLAS MUNRO, two cutters that are homeported 
in Kodiak, AK. There are no contractors in the immediate 
area, and a limited number of contractors within the state 
willing to travel to Kodiak due to the logistical mobilization 
of resources and associated costs. SFLC-CPD and the LRE 
staff strategized and worked with USCG Pacific Area to 
modify both cutter schedules and combine the planned 
dockside maintenance periods to allow for increased 
availability services to the commercial industry while 
minimizing operational down time for the USCG. This resulted in increased competition and cost savings over-
all for dockside repairs in Kodiak. Both vessels received the necessary repairs to remain fully mission capable. 
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Operational Responsiveness
On three occasions, legacy LRE assets experienced flight 
deck failures where the surface completely delaminated 
and the cutters' aviation certification to conduct flight 
operations was suspended. Considering that this was a 
major mission degrader, addressing these flight deck 
discrepancies became an emergent need.  In all cases, the 
flight decks were already programmed into the next 
upcoming planned maintenance period. CPD worked with 
the customer to de-scope the flight deck work from the 
planned maintenance schedule without affecting procure-
ment acquisition lead time. Flight deck preservation was 
worked as an unplanned emergent requirement and 
awarded as a standalone contract. Flight deck repairs were 
quickly contracted, in approximately 15 days, and the 
cutters received necessary aviation re-certification to 
conduct critical helicopter operations to remain fully 
mission capable. 

Industry Engagement and 
Contract Negotiation
During USCGC HEALY's dry dock availability, the  
contractor conducted a critical inspection of a dozen 
ballast tanks and communicated to the USCG that 
the specification misrepresented the scope of work 
delineated in the contract. The contractor then 
stated that they would not be preserving the 
ballast tanks, which had not been preserved for 
15 years and presented a major risk to HEALY's 
water-tight integrity.  

Upon receiving the contractor's correspon-
dence, CPD quickly engaged all stakeholders to 
include legal and the LRE program team. The 
team traveled to the contractor's facility to meet 
with the shipyard's leadership. After a full day of 
discussions, the SFLC team was able to negotiate a 
way ahead with the contractor.  After a five-month 
dry dock, each of HEALY's 12 ballast tanks was pre-
served, and the cutter departed on time for its 
scientific deployment to the North Pole.
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Icebreaker, Buoy and Construction Tender  
Product Line (IBCTPL)

Isotta Fraschini Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ)
Maintenance and support of the Isotta Fraschini main diesel engines 
for 65’ River Buoy Tender (WLR), 75’ River Buoy Tender (WLR) and 
75’ Inland Construction Tender (WLIC) will allow quick procurement 
of overhauls. Total value about $9.7M. The IBCT hopes to leverage a 
similar feat with the Caterpillar brand this fiscal year.

The CIMARRON/KICKAPOO Dry Dock Combo 
This was the first time the IBCTPL combined two of its requirements in 
one award.  This supports the PL by doing dry dock of the same cutter 
class back to back and decreases the time the cutter is in non-mission 
capable status.  It also cuts down procurement actions for CPD. Total 
value – $987K. The product line is looking to do similar combination 
availabilities in FY20.

Hydraulic Winches
IDIQ contract awarded to Baltimore Hydraulics Inc. for purchase 
and overhaul of various hydraulic winches for use on WTGB-140 class icebreaking tugs, WLB-225 and 
WLM-175 class buoy tenders, WLB-240 Great Lakes Icebreakers, WLIC-75 Inland Construction Tender, WLR-
65/75C/75E/75F River Buoy Tender, WAGL-75C and WAGB-420 Polar Icebreaker.  Total value nearly $2M.

Hydraulic Cylinders
IDIQ contract to multiple awardees for purchase and overhaul of various hydraulic cylinders for use on 
WTGB-140 class icebreaking tugs, WLB-225 and WLM-175 class buoy tenders, WLB-240 Great Lakes 
Icebreakers, WLIC-75 Inland Construction Tender, WLR-65/75C/75E/75F River Buoy Tender, WAGL-75C 
and WAGB-420 Polar Icebreaker. Total values range from $1.2M to $1.8M.
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Small Boat Product Line (SBPL)

C&P3 SBPL successfully awarded a contract for a 
self-propelled trailer for Sector Guam  valued at just 
over $280K. The submersible self-propelled trailer 
was delivered to Sector Guam/Station Apra Harbor 
and has successfully pulled their disabled 45’ 
Response Boat Medium (RB-M) from the water. This 
small boat was disabled for more than three weeks 
waiting to be removed from the water for trouble-
shooting and repairs. Within three days of the 
casualty, SFLC approved approximately $18K in 
funding to have a local crane service haul the boat. 
The unit had been waiting for more than three weeks 
for the contractor’s availability and still did not have 
service scheduled as of the time of delivery. The 
station and sector are extremely happy to have this 
new capability to haul boats on their own schedule. 
“Game changer” is a direct quote from the  sector 
engineering officer. 

MACKINAW
CPD provided excellent support and provided urgency in 
award of MACKINAW ABB/dry dock contracts. Currently, dry 
dock is on track to complete on original schedule with just 
over 10% growth. ABB Azipod removal (first time accom-
plished) was completed five days ahead of schedule.  CPD's 
support during the dry dock availability has been outstand-
ing during the planning phase and execution of the contract.  
CPD has been available after hours and on weekends to ensure 
all needed change request were handled in a timely fashion.  
CPD's timely response to all questions and contract administrative 
requirements have helped to keep the project on track with the 
scheduled completion date.
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The Honda PSI Engine Overhaul Program support MIPR valued at $9M was awarded to utilize the expertise 
of the Customs and Border Protection (CBP) National Marine Center (NMC), based in St. Augustine, FL. The 
USCG requires depot level maintenance and repairs to Honda engines by a certified Honda dealer in support of 
approximately 400 response boats-small. The NMC and Global Maritek Systems, Inc. (GMSI) have been provid-
ing maintenance, repair and overhaul of Honda outboard engines in support of the USCG SFLC since 2006. The 
NMC provides certified master technicians through GMSI. The USCG and CBP have built a strong interagency 
relationship that provides a complete centralized maintenance program for the USCG’s 2,500 Honda assets 
that keep a fleet of over 400 boats in a high mission readiness status at all times. The development of the 
Honda PSI program eliminated down time spent at a commercial dealer by centralizing the repairs 
by Honda-certified mechanics at CBP’s NMC, increasing spares at USCG staging areas and developing an 
inventory management system at the NMC facility. 

C&P3 SBPL awarded a commercial firm fixed-price 
multi-award IDIQ contract for the supply of OEM 
parts with ancillary remanufacturing of Detroit 
Diesel/MTU 60 Series marine engines and 5114 twin 
disc marine reduction gears for the USCG 45’ RB-M 
consisting of one 12-month base period and two 
12-month option periods. Contract valued at $7M. 
Considering the simplified threshold, the product line 
was limited to inducting three engines for remanufac-
turing. Meanwhile, product line had demand increase 
from 10 to 20 engines per year. With this new formal 
contract in place, it has allowed for a 300% increase 
in the reduction of dis-repaired engines, which has in 
turn restored mission operability to 80%.
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A unique quality of the contract is that it contains a 
multi-event contract line item number (CLIN), which 
enables the customer to maximize efficiencies by 
consolidating a number of events on the same 
calendar under one fixed unit price. When the 
opportunity presents itself, this multi-event CLIN 
enables the USCG to save as much as 100% off the 
single event price. A single event is $24,255. Two 
events on the same day, the unit price per event drops 
to $18,550. Three events on the same day, the unit 
price is further reduced to $12,367, which represents 
a savings of almost 100% off the single event price.  

This was a follow-on contract in which there was no 
gap in service; the final purchase request package was 
received in November, and the contract was awarded 
on time (June 20, 2019), even with the impact of the 
35-day funding lapse.

Shared Services Division (SSD)

C&P3 SSD awarded a floating crane services contract  valued at about $9.2M. The contract provides 
the Coast Guard Yard the ability to perform ship repairs, primarily to the 87' cutters, by docking and 
undocking vessels. 

There are 38 vessels in that class that execute critical search and rescue, law enforcement and presidential 
protection detail missions. Without this contract in place, the Coast Guard Yard would have no way to dry dock 
vessels and perform crucial repairs for 87' cutters, 110' patrol boats and Navy patrol boats. 
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C&P3 SSD awarded a Fire Watch services contract valued at 
nearly $7.5M in November 2018 for all hot work projects at 
the USCG Yard. Hot work is defined as all flame heating, grind-
ing, welding, brazing, touch cutting, plasma cutting, air carbon 
arc gouging or other spark-creating work and any work that 
produces heat in excess of 400 degrees F.  

This requirement takes place onboard all USCG vessels com-
ing in for dry dock or dockside at Coast Guard Yard, including 
378’ High Endurance Cutters, 270’ and 210’ Medium Endur-
ance Cutters, 225’ Seagoing Buoy Tenders, 175’ Coastal Buoy 
Tenders, 140’ Ice Breakers, USCGC Eagle, 110’ and 87’ Patrol 
Boats, 65’ Tug/Tender, as well as National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration ships and U.S. Navy YP vessels. 

A unique aspect of this contact: The USCG utilized AbilityOne 
(a strategic source) to provide Fire Watch services which are critical to the Coast 
Guard Yard’s performance and production schedule during the vessels' scheduled Yard 
availability.  By contracting out such services through AbilityOne, the USCG provides 
individuals who are blind or have significant disabilities an opportunity to gain mean-
ingful employment and lead more independent lives, and also ensures they are help-
ing with the USCG mission. 
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Shore Infrastructure Logistics Center-Base Support 
& Services (SILC-BSS) COCO

MISSION IMPACT

• Shore Infrastructure Logistics Center Base Support & Services (SILC-BSS) serves as COCO for a variety of 
USCG field units. It executes formal contracts, simplified acquisitions, interagency agreements and  
purchase card transactions to procure products and services that support missions of the operational  
commands. As its AOR spreads across all areas of the USCG, the work that SILC-BSS performs has an  
incredible impact on the day-to-day missions of units both large and small.

• SILC COCO BSS executes the mission through supervision and technical oversight of the contracting  
functions at two SILC-BSS contracting offices located in Norfolk and Alameda, 15 procurement and  
contracting (P&C) offices at USCG bases and one P&C office at the Aviation Training Center Mobile. USCG 
P&C offices have personnel assigned to a multitude of locations across the U.S.  In addition, SILC-BSS  
provides technical oversight of three USCG training center P&C offices. Technical oversight is consistent 
with the flow of contracting authority from the HCA through the COCO to each of the 21 offices  
mentioned above. 

• For the entire organization of over 500+ procurement professionals, some of SILC COCO BSS’s  
responsibilities include providing review and approval as required by various acquisition policies and  
regulations, administering and implementing procurement policy and guidance, conducting periodic  
internal control plan (ICP) reviews of contract files, issuing warrants for non-contract specialists (GS-1102  
series),  managing warrants for GS-1102 contracting officer, managing purchase cards issued within the 
AOR, managing small business and industry outreach activities, managing contractor access to facilities 
through trusted agent program support, managing over 100 contracting officer representatives,  reviewing 
and ratifying unauthorized commitments,  maintaining training requirements for Federal Acquisition  
Contracting Certification certifications, balancing workload, and managing the day-to-day activities  
including surge staffing, personnel administration and performance management.

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND PROCUREMENT SERVICES BUSINESS PROCESS REENGINEERING  
(FMPS BPR) TEAM 
This fiscal year, SILC-BSS has worked with the leadership council to establish the procurement & contracing line 
of business within the regional support team (RST) construct. The goal was to reorganize the FMPS workforce 
into regional support teams for optimal efficiency, workload balancing and development of the storekeeper 
workforce. Outcomes are intended to reduce the administrative burden on non-FMPS professionals, 
develop process guides that memorialize standard processes to execute purchasing functions for the store-
keeper workforce, establish subject matter experts across the three service lines of property, finance and P&C, 
prepare the service for the new financial system modernization solution (FSMS) that will come online in 2020 
and increase contingency response capability (i.e. reassign work to non-impacted regions).

In addition, SILC COCO BSS has worked this year with the FMPS integration team to promote CG Common Core 
(tools, reports and metrics), a workforce staffing tool, a workload survey and an e-contingency tool specifically 
designed to increase the efficiency of receiving purchase requests during contingency operations.
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As of May 2019, all nine USCG districts implemented RST to support Tier I 
units (i.e. bases, sectors and their subunits, air stations, district staff 
elements and Training Center Cape May). Tier II units are still being 
identified, and although this aspect of BPR is not complete, SILC-BSS still 
supports a multitude of Tier II units (i.e. personnel support units).

SILC-BSS has executed service level agreements (SLAs) for many of the bases 
under BPR; however, new SLAs were executed under the RST.  Five of nine 
district BPR SLAs and addendums were finalized and signed by all parties  
in FY19.
 
Over the last several years, SILC BSS worked with FMPS BPR to champion 
and sponsor Lean Six Sigma Events to develop process guides. Twelve process 
guides were reviewed in FY19 and are ready for the next stage of implemen-
tation: Simplified Acquisition Threshold (SAT) Quick Reference Guide (QRG); 
Micro-Purchase Threshold QR; SAT Modifications; SAT Recurring 
Services; SAT Terminations; SAT Options; SAT Mandatory Sources for 
Supply; SAT Mandatory Sources for Services; SAT Receiving, Administration 
and Close-out; SAT Solicitation, Evaluation and Award; SAT Purchase Request 
Validation; and SAT Ratification.

D1 RST P&C sponsored a Procurement & Contracting Working Group Aug. 
7-8, 2019, which was attended by 25+ storekeepers, chief warrant officers 
and senior field contracting officer from the D1 AOR. Topics 
included service level agreements, purchase request distribution and 
cardholder responsibilities.

Customers
SILC-BSS customers are all units 
across the Coast Guard. The 
following is a representative list of 
358 customers the SILC-BSS AOR 
services. SILC COCO BSS is working 
with the FMPS BPR to identify all 
customers serviced in the P&C Line 
of the regional support team.

AIDS TO NAVIGATION TEAMS (25)
AIR FACILITY NEWPORT
AIR STATION ATLANTIC CITY
AS BARBERS POINT
AS BORINQUEN
AS CAPE COD 
AS CLEARWATER
AS CORPUS CHRISTI
AS DETROIT
AS ELIZABETH CITY
AS KODIAK
AS LOS ANGELES 
AS MIAMI
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
AIR DEFENSE FACILITY
AS SACRAMENTO

AS SAN FRANCISCO
AS SAVANNAH
AS SECTOR FIELD OFFICE 
PORT ANGELES
AS SITKA
AS TRAVERSE CITY
ATC MOBILE
AVIATION SUPPORT ST. PAUL
AVSUP FACILITY CORDOVA
BASE ALAMEDA
BASE ALAMEDA HOUSING
BASE BOSTON 
BASE CHARLESTON
BASE ELIZABETH CITY
BASE HONOLULU
BASE KETCHIKAN
BASE KETCHIKAN DETACHMENT
BASE KODIAK
BASE LOS ANGELES/LONG BEACH
BASE MIAMI
BASE NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
BASE NEW ORLEANS  
BASE PORTSMOUTH
BASE SAN JUAN
BASE SEATTLE
COMMUNICATIONS AREA MASTER 
STATION PACIFIC
CIVIL ENGINEERING UNIT JUNEAU
CEU MIAMI
CG ACADEMY
CG YARD BALTIMORE

D5 RST sponsored their first annual District Five Storekeeper Regional 
Support Team training Aug. 12-14, 2019, at the Coast Guard Yard with 
83 storekeepers/civilians in attendance. D5 SFCOs partnered with their 
Comptroller Base Operations counterparts to train D5 storekeepers 
in both financial management and procurement service line processes. Topics 
included unauthorized commitments and ratifications, Common Core, FSMS, 
multifunctional device contracting requirements, Military Standard Requisi-
tioning and Issue Procedures/Fleet Logistics System, Government Publishing 
Office, MIPR/interagency agreements and fuel purchases.

Senior leadership special guest speakers included: RDML Thomas Allan 
(CG-8), Mr. Craig Bennet (CG-8D/Chief Financial Officer), Mr. Michael Derrios 
(CG-91/HCA), CAPT Brett Millican (BPR Team Norfolk), CAPT Michael Roschel 
(Commanding Officer Base Portsmouth), Mr. Chris Scraba (D5 Resource 
Management Division) and SKCM Astru Cruz (Rating Force Master Chief).
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BRANCH 2
BASE SERVICE CONTRACT OPERATIONS

Training Center (TRACEN) Yorktown trains USCG active duty, reserv-
ists, auxiliarists and civilians in the latest techniques and applica-
tions of the modern USCG. The TRACEN also offers courses to  
personnel from other armed services, state and federal agencies, 
and allied nations throughout the world. The Coast Guard Training 
Center, Yorktown, VA, occupies a site of approximately 154 acres on 
the York River: two miles east of Yorktown. There are 
approximately 50 buildings totaling approximately 750,000 square 
feet of floor space. Types of structures include family housing dwell-
ings, barracks, office buildings, warehouses, fuel storage tanks, a 
pier, industrial shops, shopping facilities, restaurants and recreation 
facilities. In support of TRACEN Yorktown, Branch 2 awarded a facil-

ities maintenance contract for scheduled maintenance and repair of all structures, plant operations, grounds 
and equipment assets for an estimated value of $26M. Providing safe and functional facilities ensures that 
the TRACEN can continue training activities for the USCG.

TRACEN Petaluma is the knowledge center for seven enlisted ratings supporting the military education for the 
service members. The facility is one of the largest in the USCG, with over 826,000 square feet of building on 
830 acres in Sonoma County. The TRACEN campus produces 18.5% of its power though solar arrays and 

BRANCH 1  
EMERGENCY RESPONSE CONTRACT OPERATIONS  

In September 2004, the Mississippi Canyon Block 20A Oil Platform was toppled by a subsea mudslide that 
occurred during Hurricane Ivan. The platform was dragged off station approximately 500 feet with many of 
the well-bay conductors buried under sediment. In 2019 after more than 14 years of constant monitoring and 
failed attempts for subsea containment, the USCG issued a Notice of Federal Assumption to the responsible 
party to take over containment of the spillage. In FY19, Branch 1 awarded and administered the task order 
against a basic ordering agreement to cap and contain the oil and routinely conduct subsea pump-off of the oil 
captured. The task order is currently at $42M and to date the USCG has collected over 201,264 gallons of oil.  
The impact to the environment is that approximately 1,500 gallons per day are not being released in the Gulf 
of Mexico.  Read more archived history about the longest lasting oil spill at:
https://www.bsee.gov/newsroom/library/incident-archive/taylor-energy-mississippi-canyon/fact-sheet.

British Steam Tanker Coimbra sank in 1942 during World War II after being hit by a torpedo from a German 
undersea boat in route to Bayonne, NJ. Thirty-six souls were lost at sea. The Coimbra now sits 28 miles off the 
Coast of Long Island, NY, in 180 feet of water holding an estimated 80,000 barrels of lubricating oil. In 2019, 
the Unified Command, which included the USCG, the National Pollution Funds Center and other government 
agencies, determined that the old vessel may now be an environmental threat. Branch 1 awarded a contract 
to conduct an assessment to determine if the tanker was leaking oil and to remove any pollution. Branch 1 
was in constant communications with the Unified Command and the contractor to ensure that this project 
was completed in a timely manner with fair and reasonable pricing. This project lasted three months and 
476,000 gallons of crude oil was removed from the vessel, which averted an imminent and substantial threat 
to the environment. While at sea, the USCG response crews held a memorial to honor the 36 souls lost at sea. 
Read more at: 
https://coastguardnews.com/coast-guard-to-conduct-underwater-assessment-on-coimbra-wreck/2019/04/27/
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Customers continued
CG-43  LONG RANGE NAVIGATION 
STATION ST. PAUL
CG CUTTERS (125)
COMMUNICATIONS COMMAND 
KODIAK
COMMSTA MIAMI
COMMSTA NOLA
CONCORD HOUSING
D13 PUBLIC AFFAIRS (ASTORIA)
DISTRICT 13
DISTRICT 01
DISTRICT 05
DISTRICT 07
DISTRICT 08
DISTRICT 09
DISTRICT 11
DISTRICT 14
DISTRICT 17
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONAL LOGISTICS
ENGINEERING SUPPORT DIVISION 
ANCHORAGE
ESD CHARLESTON
ESD JACKSONVILLE
ESD KEY WEST
ESD KODIAK
ESD MIAMI
ESD SAN JUAN
ESD SITKA
ESD ST. PETE
ESD VALDEZ
ESU/ESD JUNEAU
FLEET AREA SPECIAL SECURITY OFFICE
FORCECOM ARMORY
GROUP/AS NORTH BEND
HELICOPTER INTERDICTION TACTICAL 
SQUADRON JACKSONVILLE
HOUSING DET CORDOVA
HOUSING DET HOMER
MAINTENANCE AUGMENTATION  
TEAM KINGS BAY
MARINE SAFETY OFFICE
MARITIME FPU KINGS BAY GA

MARITIME FPU ST. MARY
MARITIME LAW ENFORCEMENT 
ACADEMY
MILITARY SUPPORT DIVISION DUTCH 
HARBOR
MSD HOMER
MSD HUMBOLDT
MSD KENAI
MSD KETCHIKAN
MSD KODIAK
MSD SANTA BARBARA

recycles 100% of its water consumption, not relying on county water 
resources. In FY19, Branch 2 awarded a last-minute procurement for the 
waste water treatment plant operator services at TRACEN Petaluma. The 
services needed under this contract are of vital importance to the unit to 
ensure the water treatment is being done in accordance with all local, state 
and federal regulations. Failure to adhere to water treatment regulations 
would result in large fines and water contamination issues. If the water is 
contaminated at the TRACEN, the facility would fail to operate since it could 
not sustain water for the staff of 500 active duty, civilians and contractors, 
as well as the students relying on the training school. With the incumbent 
contract failing, the contracting office about 60 days to award a contract 
that normally took at least 110 days to complete. Despite this short time 
frame, the team conducted thorough market research to find qualified and 
certified operators for the relatively remote location, worked closely with the 
unit, continually provided status updates to the chain of command, solicited, 
evaluated and awarded a new contract. There was no gap in services and 
an award was about 11% lower than the independent government cost 
estimate.

Branch 2 was also given the monumental task to award one refuse and  
recycling services consolidated contract for District 9, which included 38 
counties in eight states in the Great Lakes Region. This was the first time 
the USCG combined all these refuse services into one contract award. The 
incumbent services were being purchased through nearly a dozen different 
vendors across the region using purchase card transactions. Working closely 
with the district office, contracting was able to successfully consolidate the 
requirements. The vendor also had to take on the daunting project with ran-
dom locations across many state lines and 600 pages of Department of Labor 
Wage requirements. The consolidation effort was successful with the award 
of a single contract, which included a negotiated cost saving of $31K, elim-
ination of countless repetitive actions in the D9 RST and a more efficient 
delivery of service to the customer.

BRANCH 3 
SIMPLIFIED ACQUISITION PROCEDURES (SAP), MIPRS AND 
UTILITIES CONTRACT OPERATIONS 
Branch 3 was instrumental in the success of the Pacific Regional Search and 
Rescue (SAR) Workshop, co-hosted by the USCG July 21-26, 2019, in Honolu-
lu, HI. The Pacific Regional SAR Workshop is made up of SAR authorities and 
subject matter experts from 24 Pacific Island countries and territories (PICT) 
and regional principals who have SAR responsibilities throughout the Pacific. 
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BRANCH 4 
BASE SUPPORT CONTRACT OPERATIONS 
In June 2019, Branch 4 awarded three contracts for maintenance and overhaul of USCG-owned ocean buoys 
for the Waterway Operations Product Line (WOPL). The previous contract was for District 13 only. This 
contract sought to provide the same support, but will include four additional districts (1, 5, 11 and 14) under 
a single solicitation to create regional contracts for contractors to perform overhaul and maintenance of ocean 
buoys. The regional zones were established by location; Zone 1-Northwest U.S., Zone 2-Southwest U.S., Zone 
3-Eastern U.S. and Zone 4-Guam. With the lack of overhaul facilities within the USCG, there was significant 
need for commercial overhaul facilities throughout the identified zones. Branch 4 achieved a negotiated  
savings of $1.73M for all four zones.

In addition to awarding formal contracts, Branch 4 provided supervision and technical oversight for 15 base 
P&C offices. All of the SAP offices (P&C) provided tremendous support to the field during the entire year, espe-
cially given the challenges with the government funding lapse and late funding, squeezing execution time into 
a fraction of the fiscal year.  One notable challenge in FY19 for Base Miami was Hurricane Dorian. Hurricane 

The workshop’s focus supports the development of responsible governance, efficient coordination, effective 
operational response and preventative practices to maritime and aeronautical contingencies and disaster re-
sponse, which will directly contribute to the preservation of regional stability and prosperity within these coun-
tries and territories.  Branch 3 ensured all needs were met for a five-day conference located at the Asia Pacific 
Center for Security Studies. Hotel services were contracted to accommodate USCG-sponsored PICT personnel. 
Charter services were contracted to transport 50 individuals each day from hotel to conference. Vessel services 
were also contracted to accommodate 100 passengers for viewing the SAR 8 mass rescue operation functional 
exercise. By working attentively, Branch 3 was able to ensure all services were made at the best interest to 
the government and all needs and services were met to the customer’s satisfaction. 

USCG Port Security Unit (PSU) 301 is operationally and tactically controlled to Joint Task Force Guantanamo 
Bay, Cuba. PSU 301 provides a layered defense integrating waterside and landside defensive capabilities. In 
other words, the unit’s primary mission is to provide 24/7 seaward facing anti-terrorism and force protection 
for Joint Task Force Guantanamo. PSU 301 had procured five rapidly deployable guard towers (RDGT) and there 
was a fundamental expectation that the wheel systems and gun mounts were part of the procurement pro-
cess. Unfortunately, upon receipt of the RDGTs it was determined that the units were incomplete, making the 
RDGTs unusable for the mission. These RDGTs make up a majority of the shore side defensive capability and 
are a part of their shore side security defensive posture. An operational RDGT system is necessary to protect 
a very sensitive national asset. If protection can’t be maintained, it will result in the loss of life, propaganda for 
our adversaries and question the defense capabilities of the USCG as a military service. Branch 3 was tasked 
to fill this critical need to make these systems operational quickly. The procurement professionals in the 
branch dropped everything to procure pro pallet trailers with electric brakes, confirm shipping arrangements 
to Florida for shipment to Guantanamo Bay and utilize expedited procurement procedures to turn the 
procurement around in just three days.

In FY19, during the government funding lapse four of Patrol Forces Southwest Asia's MIPRs for housing USCG 
deployed personnel in Bahrain were set to expire on Jan. 31, 2019. The service provider, Naval Facilities Engi-
neering Command, was unwilling to service the MIPRs without funding despite assurances that funding will 
be reimbursed once the shutdown was over.  Since the USCG was not funded this would have resulted in all 
personnel within those units being homeless in a foreign country. Fortunately, a budget was signed in the last 
week of January and all four MIPRs were swiftly issued within one day on Jan. 28, 2019, ensuring housing for 
personnel stationed in Bahrain just before their current leases expired.
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Dorian was the most intense tropical cyclone on record to strike the Bahamas 
and is regarded as the worst natural disaster in the country's history. It was 
the fourth named storm, second hurricane and the first major hurricane of the 
2019 Atlantic Hurricane Season. This storm also affected a significant portion 
of District 7 AOR. Base Miami Beach P&C was tasked to perform procurement 
support for Dorian, despite the challenges of an already busy end of the fiscal 
year. Base Miami Beach, which includes storekeepers at Sector Miami, Sector 
St. Petersburg, Air Station Clearwater, Air Station Savannah, Sector Jackson-
ville, Sector Clearwater and Sector Key West, did an excellent job responding 
to emergency procurements for Hurricane Dorian.  They utilized the E-Con-
tingency Site on the Common Core to communicate virtually to all key players. 
The site provided visibility and status of all emergency purchase requests for 
the incident command post. Additionally, by using this site, duplicate requests 
were easily identified so that focus could be made on efficiently getting the 
customer what they needed, which included: 

• Coordinating and executing four emergency lodging contracts to sup-
port Base Charleston's incident command post, Station Brunswick, 
Station Tybee Island, Aids to Navigation Team Tybee Island personnel 
and Sector San Juan. Hotel rates were negotiated lower than per diem, 
saving the USCG over $10K.

• Procuring medical supplies and body bags to support the cutters that 
conducted SAR in Bahamas, saving $6K by going to a local vendor  
because GSA rates were significantly higher.   

• Completing critical FedEx shipments of laptops and cellphones, which 
ultimately provided support and communication to the incident  
management team watches.

• Loading pallets with hurricane relief supplies, such as disinfectant spray, 
latex gloves, body bags and respirators. 

• Providing and organizing over 40 pallets of humanitarian relief  
supplies for outgoing cutters for the Bahamas relief effort. 

• Deploying to Charleston, SC; Cape Hatteras, NC, and St. Louis Continuity 
of Operations Plan.

• Procuring tools and supplies to complete repairs at four different USCG 
units to return them to an operational state.

• Processing a resource request message for utilities and transport  
personnel back to Air Station Miami once demobilized. 

In addition, SILC-BSS Emergency Response was able to secure fuel for USCG 
boats and fixed wing assets to operate in the Bahamas when no other 
agency could secure that capability.

The support provided by SILC-BSS P&C Office at Base Miami and the  
emergency contracting:

• assisted in getting USCG members out of harm’s way before the storm
• supported the incident management teams in protecting USCG  

assets during the storm
• supported the first responders in rescuing 295 victims from harm after 

the storm

Customers continued

MSD SITKA
MARITIME SAFETY AND SECURITY 
TEAM MIAMI
MSST ST. MARY'S
MAIN STREET TOWER NORFOLK
MARINE SAFETY UNIT LAKE CHARLES
MSU PORT ARTHUR
MSU PORTLAND
MSU SAVANAH
MSU TEXAS CITY 
MSU VALDEZ
NAVY SEALS TRAINING CENTER
NOVATO HOUSING
NORTH PACIFIC REGIONAL FISHERIES 
TRAINING CENTER KODIAK
OPERATION BAHAMAS TURKS AND 
CAICOS NASSAU
OIL SPILL LIABILITY TRUST FUND
PACIFIC STRIKE TEAM 
POINT REYES 
PORT LAVACA HOUSING
PORT SECURITY UNITS (4)
RESCUE 21 PROGRAM
SECTORS (32)
SFLC 
SFLC LRE-PORT ENGINEERS
SFLC SMALL BOAT-PORT ENGINEER
SFO CHINCOTEAGUE
SFO EASTERN SHORE
SFO FT. MACON
SFO GALVESTON
SFO GRAND HAVEN
SFO VALDEZ
SILC 
SE REGIONAL FISHERIES TRAINING 
CENTER
SSD DEMOPOLIS, AL 
STATIONS (45)
TACTICAL LAW ENFORCEMENT SOUTH
TISCOM
TRACEN CAPE MAY
TRACEN PETALUMA
TRACEN YORKTOWN
VESSEL TRAFFIC SERVICE 
SAN FRANCISCO
WOPL
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FACILITIES DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION CENTER (FDCC) (Norfolk, VA); FDCC DETACHMENT SEATTLE
The FDCC is a SILC field command and the only USCG command dedicated to executing new shore facilities 
construction and major recapitalization projects.  FDCC’s primary mission is to deliver the USCG’s capital 
facility construction requirements through the execution of the shore PC&I program, MASI and other related 
appropriations.  FDCC contracting supports all phases of project execution including planning, design, 
procurement contracts, construction and facility commissioning. 

Design-Build Construction of Jonesport Housing 
Development, Harrington, ME

Design-build construction needed of eight three-bedroom 
housing units and four four-bedroom housing units, one 
maintenance/storage building, bus shelters and associated 
site work on 28 acres of cleared and 34 acres of uncleared 
USCG-owned land in northeast Maine. Procured through 
full and open competition. Award to Atherton Construction, 
LLC for about $11.6M.

Shore Infrastructure Logistics Center-Construction 
(SILC-CON) COCO

MISSION IMPACT

Shore Infrastructure Logistics Center (SILC) enables USCG operations through lifecycle management and 
stewardship of shore infrastructure. COCO SILC Construction’s portfolio highlights include major shore capital 
facility construction (procurement construction and improvement (PC&I)); Major Acquisition System Infrastruc-
ture (MASI), architect-engineering services, environmental and alternatively financed energy contracts. COCO 
SILC-CON is actively engaged in executing recent hurricane supplementals to ensure the reconstitution and 
resiliency of impacted USCG shore facilities.

• Awarded USCG environmental engineering services multiple award indefinite delivery/indefinite  
quantity (IDIQ); $75M (Dec. 19, 2018) 

• Coordinated a class waiver exception to the Buy American Act based upon non-availability of  
ductless-split heating and air conditioning systems. Approved by DHS chief procurement officer  
May 14, 2019, for five years.

DHS Strategic Sourcing
• Completed awards of regional multiple award construction contract (RMACC) IDIQs for Regions 7, 7.5, 

and 8 during FY19. RMACC is being considered for Tier 1 designation by DHS for category manage-
ment. Final RMACC awards are the culmination of putting DHS strategic sourcing contracts in place for 
construction and A&E services, providing an aggregate capacity of $1.9B.

• Received 2018 DHS Chief Procurement Officer Excellence Award for Strategic Sourcing and Category  
Management.
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Renovation and construction in support of two additional National Security Cutters (NSC) at USCG 
Base Charleston, SC
Design-build waterfront improvements needed to include the demolition of existing electrical equipment 
shelters and consolidation of electrical equipment into a new shelter. The project included providing new 
cutter power mounds and telecom connections as well as fendering, bollards, mooring hardware and utilities 
as required to accommodate berthing for the NSCs on the north or south side of Pier Papa. Structural improve-
ments to Pier Papa will include crack and spall repair to major structural components to extend pier service 
life. Shoreside facilities will include enclosing the existing boat maintenance building, construction of cutter 
storage and hazmat storage containers as well as re-grading and paving the boat maintenance laydown yard. 
Procured using FAR 16.505 Fair Opportunity procedures with the National Multiple Award Construction 
Contract (NMACC II). Award to Whiting Turner Contracting Company valued at approximately $16.8M.

Galveston Fast Response Cutter (FRC) Weapons Augmentation Team Supply and Services 
Building Renovation
Design-build to reconfigure Rooms 109 and 111 within the industrial building and supply warehouse at Sector 
Field Office (SFO) Galveston, TX, to meet FRC homeporting requirements to include renovating mixed use 
spaces into offices and storage. Procured using 8(a) sole source procedures. Awarded to AJ Commercial 
Services, Inc. with a value of approximately $500K.

FRC Homeport, Apra Harbor, Guam
Design-build project needed on support facilities of three FRCs. Work con-
sists of Victor Wharf upgrades, a new Maintenance and Weapons Division/
FRC support building, personnel parking lot and an optional hazmat storage 
building. Procured using FAR 16.505 Fair Opportunity procedures with the 
NMACC II. Awarded to Gilbane Federal with a value around $21M.

Construct Addition, Station Morro Bay, Morro Bay, CA
Design-build needed for an addition onto the existing multi-mission build-
ing. The new construction will be a one-story addition containing berthing 
functions along with the reconfiguration of some parking spaces as well as 
utility and site improvements. Procured using FAR 16.505 Fair Opportunity 
procedures with the RMACC. Awarded to Advanced Technology Construction 
Corp. with a value of approximately $1.3M.

CIVIL ENGINEERING UNIT (CEU) CLEVELAND                                                                                                                  
CEU Cleveland, OH, serves all USCG units in the Great Lakes and Mid-Atlantic regions. The shore plant in CEU 
Cleveland's AOR includes over 140 units, 203 aid to navigation towers and lighthouses, 5,600 small aid to 
navigation structures, and 4.3 million square feet of buildings valued at over $1B. CEU Cleveland is responsible 
for up to 400 projects worth approximately $85M at any time in all stages of planning, design, construction 
and follow-on activity. Funded programs include maintenance and repair; procurement, construction and
improvement; and environmental compliance and restoration.

Emergency galley renovations were needed to 
facilitate DHS occupying St. Elizabeth facility in Washington, DC. Also provided continued Energy Program sup-
port including enhancements to the Elizabeth City Energy Savings Performance Contract to improve commu-
nication capabilities of the building automation system, an enhanced maintenance program at Utility Energy 
Services Contract Portsmouth to overcome technical shortfalls, and the rebuilding for the Regional Energy 
Center at Baltimore, MD, after a fire.
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CIVIL ENGINEERING UNIT HONOLULU

CEU Honolulu provides civil engineering execution and support to the units of District 14. Awarded 
replacement of Kalihi Channel Towers which support navigational lights in Honolulu, HI, in September 2019.

• Awarded design-build of interior building 3268 and roof repair of building 3a in Guam to accommo-
date 13 new billets for USCG 24/7 watchstander’s operation in February 2019.

CIVIL ENGINEERING UNIT JUNEAU 

CEU Juneau prioritizes, plans and executes over $30M annually in AFC-43 civil engineering and $12M in multi-
year environmental compliance and restoration funds for engineering and architectural design, contracting, 
construction, environmental compliance and restoration, energy management, planning and real property 
to directly support D17 and USCG operations in the Arctic. The Shore Portfolio of CEU Juneau’s area of respon-
sibility is valued at $4.54B and consists of 3.4 million gross square footage across 47 installations and 4,396 
assets.  As a DCMS command, CEU Juneau provides support to over 2,800 personnel, 52 small boats, 15 
cutters, 17 aircraft, visiting cutters and numerous operational and support commands.  

Contracts were awarded for Hurricane Harvey-
support in Texas, including demolition of multiple 
buildings at Station Port Aransas and a boat house 
at Station Port O'Connor, and repairs at Base Corpus 
Christi.

Hurricane Florence support included installation of 
temporary facilities at Station Fort Macon and roof 
replacements at Station Wrightsville Beach, SFO Fort 
Macon and Station Oak Island. 

Western Rivers flood damage repairs at Shore Side 
Detachment CGC Scioto in Keokuk, IA.
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The $3.3M upgrade to three towers and remote power supply of 
the Rescue 21 sites will ensure the USCG can continue to provide 
lifesaving support to the mariners in Alaska. 

The $6.8M Buskin water line upgrade project is a multi-phase 
project that will ensure a reliable connection from the water treat-
ment plant on USCG Base Kodiak to all corners of the base.

The $3.6M design-build contract for the Kodiak Communications 
Detachment tower field retrofit and upgrade will repurpose 
antiquated and demolish no longer needed towers to ensure they 
receive signals from the Rescue 21 system as well as ship support.  

The $2.5M project for Phase II upgrades to the HC-130J facility at 
Air Station Kodiak provides the necessary facilities to support 
operation of the HC-130J. Phase II will include modifications to the 
existing hangar 1 building.

CIVIL ENGINEERING UNIT MIAMI                                                                                                                  
CEU Miami provides a multitude of services in support of USCG 
shore facilities and fixed aids to navigation within the geographi-
cal boundaries of District 7-8. Its geographic area of responsibility 
ranges as far south as Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands, up 
the East Coast of the continental United States to and including 
South Carolina, the entire Western River Basin from North Dakota 
to the mouth of the Mississippi River, the Gulf Coast and as far west 
as New Mexico. Program services include engineering design and 
contracting services for maintenance, repair, renovation and minor 
construction of facilities at over 150 operational shore units with a 
shore facility inventory valued at over $1.5B.

Awarded RMACCs for regions 7, 7.5 and 8. These contracts offer a 
streamlined approach and are essential in execution of hurricane 
supplementals for reconstitution of shore facilities.

• Awarded repairs to Bayamon Housing Puerto Rico  
June 2019

• Awarded Hurricane Maria repair at USCG Sector San Juan, 
Puerto Rico, June 2019.

• Awarded design-build contract for a Major Maintenance and 
Repair Hangar at USCG Air Station Borinquen, Puerto Rico, 
September 2019.

• Awarded design-build Hurricane Irma repairs at USCG  
Station Marathon, FL, May 2019.                          
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Project: Environmental permitting support to dredge various  
locations – Station Corona Del Mar, Station Coos Bay, Station Vallejo
Contract Amount: $945K.
Contractor: BB and E Inc.

The USCG needs to conduct maintenance dredging of its boat basins 
at Station Corona del Mar, Station Vallejo and Station Coos Bay. The 
scope of work requires the architect/engineer firm to provide sup-
port for environmental permit compliance including hydrographic 
surveys; eelgrass surveys; biological assessments; preparation of 
permit applications and consultations with resources agencies; and 
sediment testing and characterization. The task order was awarded 
in July 2019.                          

Project: Maintenance and Repair Station Houston and 
Air Station Houston
Contract Amount: $3.85M
Contractor: Federal Construction Inc.

The project is to repair damages sustained from a hurricane at Station 
Houston and Air Station Houston, including to the roof of the fitness 
center. The project also includes refinishing interior surfaces, reme-
diating mold, replacing floor partitions and flooding existing roofs to 
determine leaks and compromised roofing. Contract was awarded in 
December 2018.

Project: Repair floating docks at Sector San Francisco, Yerba Buena 
Island, San Francisco, CA
Contract Amount: $945K
Contractor: D Square, LLC & Au’ Authum Ki, JV

Repair and restore the Water Patrol Boat and small boat floating 
docks including pile-guide hardware, float-connection assemblies, 
float-leveling ballasts, damaged concrete surfaces and water/air and 
electric utility services. Repairs will include float surface concrete 
cracks, breaks and spalls by removing unsound concrete. Also 
replace/repair under-float and flotation modules to individual small 
boat float sections to restore level and uniform surfaces for all floats.

CIVIL ENGINEERING UNIT OAKLAND                                                                                                               
CEU Oakland provides civil engineering support to districts 11 and 13.
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Project: USCGC ASPEN and small boat dredging at Yerba  
Buena Island, CA 
Contract Amount: $3.2M
Contractor: The Dutra Group  

The scope of work includes dredging approximately 100,000 cubic 
yards of sediment by mechanical clamshell dredge to the permitted 
dredge design depth of 24 feet below mean lower low water (MLLW) 
plus a 2-foot overdepth allowance. Dredge material shall be trans-
ported and placed upland at the Montezuma Wetlands Restoration 
Site for beneficial reuse as cover and at the government-furnished 
deep open ocean disposal site (SF-DODS).

Project: USCG Station Siuslaw River storm water drainage, 
Florence, OR  
Contract Amount: $1.1M
Contractor: Trinity North Star JV  

Installation of additional storm drainage system for the interception 
of excess ground water flows encroaching on USCG property and 
combine subsurface collected water with normal surface runoff. After 
completion, that excess water will channel through existing repaired 
concrete swale to the current discharge point.

CIVIL ENGINEERING UNIT PROVIDENCE                                                                                                                
CEU Providence provides engineering services to the geographic area of the USCG District 1 extending from 
Maine to New Jersey, including all non-headquarters shore units and aids to navigation units within the district 
boundaries.

• As part of hurricane recovery efforts, CEU Providence was tasked with the project to install residential 
generators at Air Station Borinquen, Puerto Rico, housing.  Following extensive market research, it was 
determined that a Historically Underutilized Business Zone (HUBZone) set-aside invitation for bid would 
be the preferred method of contracting, as the RMACC for the region was not yet awarded and the esti-
mated value was less than the competitive threshold for the 8(a) program.  The solicitation was issued in 
January 2019 with bids due in February 2019.  A local Puerto Rican contractor submitted a protest to the 
Ombudsman Program for Agency Protests (OPAP) because as a non-HUBZone contractor she was precluded 
from submitting a bid. The OPAP decision letter dismissing the protest was issued in February 2019 and the 
contract was successfully awarded to a Puerto Rican HUBZone firm in March 2019.

• Awarded major maintenance and repair of multi-purpose building at Station Yankeetown, FL, in  
September 2019.

• Awarded major repairs at USCG Sector St. Petersburg in September 2019.
• Instrumental in securing approval for class waiver exception to the Buy American Act based upon  

non-availability of ductless-split heating and air conditioning systems.
Contracting & Procurement Enterprise
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FY20 Way Ahead

The Contracting & Procurement (C&P) Enterprise’s role as business advisor to the U.S. Coast Guard, writ large, 
requires that it continue evolving as a line of business and a strategic asset to meet the mission support 
demands of the Service while balancing legal, fiduciary and programmatic challenges in a fluid regulatory 
environment.  In FY20, the C&P Enterprise will focus on several highly visible operational requirements as well 
as policy and IT system endeavors designed to prepare the enterprise for new challenges.

CG-912, the Office of Contract Operations, will 
focus on several major contracting efforts to include: 
restructuring the current Offshore Patrol Cutter (OPC) 
contract based on the extraordinary relief authorized 
by the DHS Secretary; preparing for the re-compete 
of the remainder of the OPC program of record; 
awarding of a contract for the Polar Star Service Life 
Extension Program; progressing toward issuing a solic-
itation for the Waterways Commerce Cutter; and 
restructuring and re-competing national security 
guard contracts.  In addition, CG-912 will implement 
changes in accordance with a recently approved 
organizational management realignment (OMR), 
which will relocate the CG-9121 Division geographical-
ly to the USCG Finance Center, among other changes 
designed to maximize service delivery.  

CG-913, the Office of Procurement Policy and 
Oversight, will continue planning for migration to the 
new financial and procurement systems in conjunc-
tion with the USCG’s Financial Management Service 
Improvement Initiative in Q1 FY21. The office will 
also implement a DHS-wide Electronic Contract Filing 
System to establish an online repository for all USCG 
contracts, whereas the electronic files will serve as 
the official records going forward. A service level 
agreement will also be put into place between the 
CG-913 organization and the Chiefs of Contracting 
Offices (COCO) to better facilitate procurement 
planning for all stakeholders in relation to major 
policy review milestones.  In addition, CG-913 will 
implement OMR changes to create a third division 
(CG-9133) to place emphasis on specific service 
offerings, such as the newly revamped Contracting 
Officer’s Representative Program. 

CG-914, the Office of C5I Contracting and Procure-
ment, will manage internal change associated with 
the move of the Contracting and Procurement office 
from the C4IT Service Center to CG-91 in FY20 and 
also support external change with their respective 
customer base through the overall OMR at the newly 
branded C5I Service Center (C5ISC), which furthers 
the mission support business model (MSBM) and 
the creation of product lines.  In addition, CG-914 
is dedicated to issuing the solicitation for the 
Infrastructure Managed Services procurement that 
will complement C5ISC efforts to integrate the MSBM 
into USCG IT operations and consolidate upwards 
of 11 disparate contracts into one consolidated, 
incentive-based contract with specific metrics 
designed to maximize contractor performance.        

Aviation Logistics Center (ALC) COCO will focus on 
integrating the USCG Contracting Continuum into 
the operational contracting environment to improve 
procurement planning and implement new 
SharePoint capabilities into each of the product line 
and division contracting efforts to provide visibility 
to the entire ALC customer base.  The use of the new
 SharePoint tool will complement the Contracting 
Continuum and allow the COCO to improve communi-
cation and manage stakeholder expectations.

Shore Infrastructure Logistics Center Base Support 
and Services (SILC-BSS) COCO will focus on managing 
change associated with the transition of the Contract-
ing and Procurement office to the newly branded Di-
rector of Logistics Office of Procurement and Contract-
ing (DOL-9) organization. Migrating the contracting 
support for the USCG operational community, which is 
currently provided by the SILC-BSS COCO organization, 
under the USCG Director of Logistics will better align 
efforts during contingencies and offer Flag-level 
visibility for service delivery. Contracting & Procurement Enterprise
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Shore Infrastructure Logistics Center-Construction 
(SILC-CON) COCO will focus on continuing to execute 
the Hurricane Supplemental appropriations for 
USCG infrastructure project, which were a necessary 
priority after the historic 2017 hurricane and 
wildfire disasters.  In addition, the COCO will review 
current status of the existing National Multiple Award 
Construction Contract and Regional Multiple Award 
Construction Contract strategic-sourcing vehicles to 
pinpoint USCG needs and begin procurement 
planning activities accordingly in conjunction with 
current and future infrastructure requirements to 
ensure continuity of service.       

Surface Forces Logistics Center (SFLC) COCO will focus 
on bolstering the shrinking American industrial base 
for ship repair requirements by developing direct 
engagement activities to shore up interest in USCG 
contracting opportunities. Outreach to ship repair 
companies that do business with USCG, as well as 
those that do not currently bid on USCG work, will 
allow the COCO organization to partner with SFLC 
product lines to fine tune requirements and design 
tailored procurement strategies.  This will be critical 
to USCG operations as the Service competes with U.S. 
Navy and commercial customers for the limited pool 
of resources in this unique sector.      

Overall, the enterprise will continue executing the HCA Strategic Framework for 2016-2021 by focusing on the 
specific goals of people, culture, processes and technology.  The C&P Enterprise will mature the Contracting 
Continuum model to reinforce the need for early procurement planning, increase partnership with stakehold-
ers to reach optimal outcomes and institute stronger rigor in contract administration to include a concerted 
effort to improve timely entries into the Contractor Performance Assessment Reporting Systems.  The enter-
prise will also begin implementation of several projects which resulted from the HCA’s Innovation Shark Tank 
at the end of 2019, continue looking for ways to leverage the Coast Guard Common Core tool to create value 
and synergy and explore opportunities to introduce innovation into procurement processes through artificial 
intelligence and machine learning technologies.  Another important initiative, which the HCA will champion 
personally, is a study of the line of business with external experts to review best practices related to policies 
and processes, customer/stakeholder experience factors and alignment for the enterprise as compared to 
other large contracting and procurement functions across military and federal civilian organizations.       

All of these efforts are intended to improve and maximize the efficiency and effectiveness of mission support 
service delivery and the C&P Enterprise is ready for the challenge.  The enterprise has the right people for the 
job and, through their tireless devotion, will do its part to ensure that the U.S. Coast Guard remains Semper 
Paratus. 

The Contracting & Procurement (C&P) Enterprise’s role as business advisor to the U.S. Coast Guard, writ large, 
requires that it continue evolving as a line of business and a strategic asset to meet the mission support 
demands of the Service while balancing legal, fiduciary and programmatic challenges in a fluid regulatory 
environment.  In FY20, the C&P Enterprise will focus on several highly visible operational requirements as well 
as policy and IT system endeavors designed to prepare the enterprise for new challenges.
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